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The Policy Committee of the Upper Midwest Regional Interstate Research
i

,

4.,--

Project agreed upon a productivity conference as oneof their priorities for
.

1.-

1975-76. Wisconsin. as the administering state for the conference. contracted It

a slries of papers which were presented.

Mr. Will Ashmore from the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction

,'organized and chaired the conference. Thanks are due t Ms. Kristin J. Falk

in the Wisconsin Depertment for her assistance in editin7this-document.
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Introduction

, Since the /advent of Robert McNamara's Systems Approach. .1q.B0, "PPRS,"

Productivity," 'cost ccounting," "zero-based.budgeting," "input." "output,"

feedback." and related terms from the business world have again entered the

working Vocabulary of educators.. "Accountability' has been with us for a few

years now and productivity has joined it. Callahan (1962) notes that intereSt.,

in efficieney and productivity has been a conscious concern Of school adminis-
.

trators since the early 1900s. While codcein for effickericy and productivity

is not new and the use of systems terminology is not new, the intensity with

Which the jargon is used is relatively new. Unfortunate ly, t he technological

0

terms have free ently become distorted and value-loided through attempts to

apply themto compeling economic and political issues. As a result, adminis-

trative attempts to implement processes.associated with the terms as well as
c\o

attempts to increase teacher productivity has been perceived by teachers as an

unreasonable-demand to provide more service for les's money (Selden, 1973).

KW and accountability have been perCeived as shibboleths proposed by adminis-

tra'tors to eliminate teachers who have given many. years of dedicated service to

a system which now finds them too. expensive. Creider .(1972) suggests that

teachers tend to use the word ''accountability" in the same sense as 'culpability.

This paper will attempt to relate the terms accountability andproductivitv

to an educational context. to identify criteria presently used for the measure-,

ment of,productivity- to report upon some of the current practicos used to

increase productivity- and to propose some directions for future research.

.

Accountability.

The accountability movement" In education might be said to have started

with Plutarch (Wynne. 1972, p. 30)..

Fathers. themselves. ought every few days to test their children.
and not rest their hopes on the disposition of a fiired teacher;

2
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for'even those persons will elmore attention'to the childreni .
i if they know they must froM time time render an account.. r

,.

.

- --In more recent times. ore of the foiemost proponents of accountability
.

has been Dr. Leon Lessinger. His words have fallen upon rective ears for

they 'come at a time when the public consciousnesslis focUsed upon the cost of

public services in general and the cost of, schooljrtgin particular. Concern

was most evident when the relekrancy of school curriculum_ was challenged by
go.

students as well as adults. Other evidence is found in the appA-ent aimless-

ness of high school graduates reflected in the highly worted, and probably

exaggerated, experiments with drugs and sex: the war: and'American values in

general.

it 4.
' As'Neal Sullivan, the former Massachusetts ComMissioner, suggested. educa- 4

tion is merely being, sked to give an account of its stewardship. His 6firi1.
s

tion of accountabil y is that:
'1

every person (or group) in the organization is answerable (or responsible)
to some de ee to another (or position) for something (or objectives)
expressed n terms of performance levels (or results or achievement) to
be real ed within certain constraints (Hostrop et al., 1973).

Vary g definitions a'ppear; but the focus `has been onshools proving

that dents at various levels meet some' reasonable standard of achievement--
,

's (Sciara and Jantz. 1972) definition of accountability adds. the reuire-,
.1)

nt that the educational institutArn proyide programs which deVelop the human

potential and efficigntly utilize the resources allocated to it. Mortimer

(Hostrop, et al., 1973) suggests that whi/eevaluation is concerned with.

effectiveness. "accountability is concerned with effectiveness and efficiency....

. ,

-In the same article, he suggests that a countability is the legal liability

assigned'to the performance.of a task. Alkin suggests the need for different

types of accountability (Hostrop, et al., 197.3).''He suggests that -goal accou9

ability, program accountability, and,outcome accountability can be derived rom

3
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the°question. Who is aecovntable to whom for what?"
1

*
To paraphrase .a pib ical Sayingk (Pis the word came, so the word ,became

flesh. When the wor
V
d eclame flesh, educa ion was introduced to the idea of

accountability ceni r , statewide accoun ab lity systems (Porter, 1973),.the
.

Inddpendent Accomplishment Audit (IAA) (11 strpp, et,a1.; 1973)., performance
*

contracting, and evaluation models.

One obstacle to the 1;sarrent-et4ea-, ountability systems was the
/

reactiO on the part of, the individuals who were to be held a ccountable. Turney

(1974) indicated that the major flaw is the wide scope of possible meanings.

Instead being accountable to a single- interest group, eduCation is' account-
,

able to a n mber of groups who are rarely in acFord. While one group is seeking

accountability in terms of fiscal economy., another is seeking larger expenditures

to increase educational opportunity. The fact that New-York City has a heavy

. .indebtedness--partly as ,a result of heavy City service salaries--yet hesitates #

to reduce the work force because. of already high unemployment, ig an example of

a similar situation outside of ,education. Turney, further suggests that strLat

accountability requireS precisely deTined and reasonably static target s. These*

are seldom found in eduCation. partially because they seem antithetical to the

concept of education leing flexible to meet /the deeds of the individual.,

accommodate these differences requires strict adherence to an established set
,

of pliorities. Thfahas not.been-pOssible in the pagt. and presently it seems

there is little'likeilhood that it will occur in the future. Since priori26,,e,s

4
must be Set via the political process. they are likely to remain constant only

as long as the political support rema

While Lessinger and others see acco tab lity to the student and the Public

as beinvone.in the same. othersseeee them as wo conflicting referent groups and

any, attempt to serve both as self - defeating, Selden (1973) 'suggests that the
/

I I C.%

term has become a'teacher slur. If one is seeking increased productivity,

. ,9
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teachers muse be given the necessAry authority mid respOnsibility4for developing

the methods which make them most productive.

The State of the Econoj

, Little can be added to our awareness of/the a ate., of the economy t an has

already' been regularly reported in themewspappco. The economy appea s to be

out of its slump:yet economistsrdiffer as to the real strength of the upsurge.

The health of theconomy and the need and ability to increase proUctivity of

the labor force are inextricably intertwined. Approximately one4alf of the

GNP and two-thirds of today's work force are applied to services' rather than the

production-of goods. One of every six workers is employed in government and 3

of these employed at the state Cand-local level. Over 22% of-the nation'sGNP is

aresently needed to support these services as compared to 7,37, in 1950. Between

i
1951 and 1970, the number of people employed by focal government increased by '

close to 120% (Buchmiller. 19751 . Despite this increas4og demand for public

N .
.

,

116-s,

service,' Hatry and Fisk (1971) could find no local g ernment function for,

wfiich comparative or aggregative, across-the-nation/ meaningBul productivity

data'had been calculated or indeed could be readTVy calculated." IR an earlier

report by the Commission, it was stated that a basic pxerequisiee for increasing

productivity is an expanding economy with maximum employment mid maximumrutiliza-
.

/--

tibn of plants and machines. In the' absence of.suchexpanaion, there is. lagging
'0

productivity and under-employmenv(National:Can6ission on Productivity, 1972).

While a healthy economy is a prerequisite for increased productivity, the
. -

concern,over increased costs for governmental services has led pp freezes on

employment, a n ^Rhode Island, a freeze on all public employee salaries or

,,\\one year. In cities like New York, these policies are insufficient. demands
.

for.eM4ee-cuta are heard but Unto did. Since unemployment is already high.
,1 ,

is it any wonder that-employees see the cry tar productivity as a management
,' ,---

ploy to provide the same amount of -with fewer people?

5
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If the economists are to be elieved, the dilemma in education can only

become, worse. William Baumo of the Department of Economics at Princeton

University states:

/
Fora while in/ the progressive sector, productivity 4pereases' Will

serve 4as an offset to tising waget, this offset must be smaller` in/
the non - progressive sectors (education). Thus, the very progress!
of the tethriologicalIY progigssive sector inevitably adds to the
cost of'the technologically changing "sectors bfrthe economy, unless
somehdw the labor markets in these areas can Se sealed of and wages:
hel absolutely cOnstant, a most unlikely possibility. This suggests,
a productivity in the iemainder of the economy continues to,increase,
costs of running the educational organizations will mount correspondingly,

//so whatever the magniEude of the funds they need today we can be-
reasonably certain that they will require more tomorrpw and even more the
aay after that (Fleishman Report, 1973).

,Thus, labor zbsts in education and other areas of governmental service

increase as a result of increased wages in the 'progressive (industrial) sector.

Unforfunately, this increase in labor costs reflects- salary raises and is not

t.

related to an increase in productivity. An example of this'dilemmais demon-
, .

strated in military expenditures. The increased cost of labor for an infantry

,-
riflgman is more a reflection, of the increased labor costs in a volunteer army

/

that.it is an increase in priectivity.
.

.

/17

N.+
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Productivity

Economic yodels

' \Productivity in its simplest definition is simply real output per hour of
a.

work: This deflation serves as a measure of the effectIvedess with which labor'

is utilired. With this dIfini$1,On, it is easy to see why increased wages area

tied to increases in productivity. Iihf all production costs, except labor, are

held constant, and production of units, pet hour is increased, then Wages 'per

1

hour can be increased at a rate equal to the,increased rate.of productivity, yet

maintain the same per unit cost. ,Unfor;unately, at a time when other production

costs (cost of borrowing capital, cost of energy, cost. of raw materials) are

constantly increasing, then productivity must'increase to simply maintain the

same per unit cost,even if wages are constant. This definition' focuses upon ),,

qutity of goods produced per unit cost. While,this.simple definition, doesn't'

,appear to reflect a quality measure, the per unitprice,the consumer is willing

to pay is in fact an indication of the quality cf, the goods or'services., The

concern/for increased productivity is/obvious.

. -
Withopt indreasesin productivity, the co/sts_ot goods and services will

' / -_., ..

continue to rise, for the per unit cost of the items rises as a functiqp of th,

labor costs rather thanan increase in quality. pis increase is one defin ion

of inflation! \\

In areas ot manufacturing, units, of output tend to be more east. Measured

than -in the service sector. The number .of comletects4rs, dress , guns,obooks

..
are easily ,counted! Without a directly quantifiable factor. hi the provision

. .- . ,

of services, substitute indicators7hrp sought. In educati. , it-is common to.
-

use an indicator such as studint contact -hours to serve a measure of/produc- ''

tivity. A student contact -hour would. one. student wing . direct contact with f

a teacher for one hour for the purpose of structio The more students cons

)
7
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tacted per unit of labor

case, the unit of product

output., instead it i rel

cost, the higher the rate of productivity. In tfts
,

ivity is not directly related to a unit of identifiable

atedlto udits,of activityorservice provided. This-

Level of activity is expected to have some inherent 'worth. Other substitute,
, .

-

indicators of educational

or number of jobs created

punpose of skhoo were t

assessment oPoutput

'products"

or filled

o dispense

ould be'dif

are marginalincreaoes in student skills,.

as a result of a program. If the only

knowledge or provide training- in skills, the

icult; On could count the number of students

enrolled in school or t e number of hours teaching provided, but assessment

of the results of these two joint activities would'be more difficult. If instead,

as Boulding (1972) notes, the.re ate more frequent taut less noted services
,

providedsuch as custodial service or."child sitting-" certification of teachers-

and community activities such as concerts, plays, sports, and'adult education
(

then the-measurement of output issomeiahat easier. "Body countssuch asenroll-

ments, graduates, attendance, are all output indicators from these services.

Unfortunately, eduCation is expected to meet, all of these expectations on appro

mately the same level of priority.

,In,applying the tools of economic analysis of the, educational process, it is

expected that a careful analysis will permit the selection of the'!appropriate.

.1" mathematical model, permitting the identification of the=optimal blend.of goods

and services to optimize the teaching/learning situation (Lukitsh and Sesskin,

1973). In industry. production functions have been relatively well defined and

saddle 'points identified. In education, much has yet to be learned about these

functions in relation to the learning process.

Aementary econoriics reminds us that production functions tend to appear as

'

an S- shaped curve. With such a curve one can knowledgeably predict the likely
. -.,'

'*return for any given amount of invested resources.
.

t

3
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,To increase productTh.ty, one hopes to change the shape or position of the

,4 production curve on th4 graph, the intended result bein1 to increase the results
/ I

(learning, number of opportunities, experience) or the gi0en amount, of invest-,

meet. Thr:ze possible strategies for such a change are

ikl. Increases in etficiency;,'
,

-*2. Changes in themix of seryices%
3. Changes in the kinds of clients.

Since education is presently a labor-inignstve industry, increases in

efficiency might come from workers (teachers) working faster or differently.

Another approach is to provide training and resources for the staff so as to make'

them more, efficient and productive. Both of these approaches rel ire increased

costs. To simply demand more work for no increases id rewards is li ly to

require at increase in supervision costs. The second approach requires vest-

ments in training as well as released time for the training to take place! with

most contracts, mpre salary is paid to employees with advanced training, thus the4

' increases in productivity vould have-to he great enough to offset the increased

costs due to the increased training. One could also seek increases in efficiency.
.

trough a heavier emphasis on capital investment for equipment differen-

tiated staffs to increase productivity. Both apprOaches would-likely iltvolve,

,large start -up costs and it would be some time before benefits might b realized.
.

.

Presently. school systems are trying to keep budget increases less than or eaual

to inflationary costs. No new monies are present. Without,adeauate finances to

meet present obligations, it is nlikely that districts will inVest,large expen-.

ditures for expected long-term gai s.

To bring about a change in ser ice mixes. one should first be apprise

the relative effectiveness of the exi ting blendof services ascl the options

avnilable for change. *While the resew ch provides some answers as to the relative

worth of large group vs. small group Inn ruction. rendinp program A vs. rendinv.

program.B. as well ns other kinds of sery , fOt the most part, cost benefit

estimates are not available for entire, cyst

9
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F.P.B.S. offers an option.tdr districts to view their range of services

on a 'program basis and consider budeetin on'thaebasis rather than considering

services only as separate items on the,budget. Unfoftunatelv, educational
4

services, :ike other governmental services, appear to have a arkensonian desire

to grow and almost never'have a desire to shrink. With the present decision- '

making capability, changes in services. mixes are Unlikely. To achieve a change

in clients would likely require that the school consider not'serving those

clients who require an inordinate amount of tesources. Presently, these are

exactly the clients that schools are required and.subsidized to serve. Addy

tional monies are made available to districts to serve the students who are most

tlifficult to serve.

A more disheartening observation, is that dffered by Boulding. , He suggests

that educators receive their incomes mainly from the by-products of education--

custodial care and certification (Boulding.'1972). If an'educatbr is successful

in becoming more productive'teadherp. the expected reward-is usually not monetary.
-t

Nut"raflper to become an administrator, a master teacher, or have some other

responsibility tesulting in a reduced commitment to teaching.

Research in Management Science

The nature of man has long served as a topic of inquiry. Since increased

productivity has, for a long time, been a function of increases in labor nro-
,,

ductivity, inve:Stigations of the relationship between the individual, the

orAanizntion,_and,the interaction's impact upon productivity has been interesting..

The imnaet of Frederick Taylor's concept of scientific management is frequently

considered to be the first effort to Studv,man's work Scientifically and relate

that work process to_output. Mayo and thp others who conducted the Hawthorne

experiment, found that the quality and quantity of attentiontocused on employee

needs are more determinant of productivity than the physical variables of the'
0

work place. The studies Lippit. and White indicated that a. conscious

15
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c manipulation of the authority ruettv within a.;roup can affect the group's
s .

Ibehavior and output. Douglas McGiegor'a theories X and Y offer explanations of

the nature of Ahn.vbich pr9e$A0.....ciii.r 'challenges i..administrators. -If the

N-.
manager accepts McGregor's nremise, ehe;. mawer is challenged to condi

.

tions which permit members of an organizationO achieve their personal goals

wh1,1.e also completing those of the organization. While McCregor realized that

a perfect match was not likely,-the closer the ma ch. the greater the productivity.

------
Blake & Mouton developed m de's to descrite vari manager\ --111-es. Likert's

work corroborated, that of Dlake;and earlier social cientists. Their findings

included, among oil' er thing, that

1. Integration of indiyidU 1 needs for affilia n and selfexpression

with the organization's dal to `produce is possibleN7a greater degree

than thought possible.

2. Organizations with a high de r e of integration produce more.

Argyris argues similarly that manager have in enormous Impact on their subordi''

1-1' growth or lack of growth. The managerial principles of chainof command

and spah of control'clearly permit the-top manager to experience more control of

self and environment than their subordinates.

Morse and Lorsch (Luke, 1975) concaide from their studies that. despite 'the

..

awareness of the- organization's impact upon the ndividual. theie is no one best.

model of organizational structure. Repetitive work might best be done in a

traditional structure while more abstract' conceptual work might require great

individual autonomy.

idiosyncratic needs.

competence, motivation

A successful model must account for the workers and their

In the companies studies, it was found that individual
wS

, and productivity, were more a function of the degree of °

'integration than organizational structure. Herzberg's studies (1966) of variable

affecting iob satisfaction and morale. are those frequently requiring a minimal

increase in expelpiture.- These variables were the intrinsic aspects of the job



4
it

. ,t
.

1,.

work(achievement, recognition, the work itself, responsibility and advlOoement).4

Negative variables were extrinsic to the task (interpersonal_miaiqns, super-
r- 2

vision, company pOlicy, working conditions; possibIllty'for growth, personal

life, job security and salary). The implementation of,this knowledge to the

world of work has been, the concern of organizations and leadersilip theorists

for sometime. One Of the current labels for this effort is'organilational

development or OD. Hackman (1975) suggests that jobenriNment is the darling

of the mid-70s And suggests do's and don'ts for the process. Since there is

a dearth of evaluative data on jog enrichment etrategies, nore needs to be

known before it is adopted on a wholesale basis.

National Commission on .Productivity

The National Commission of Productivity was created by President Nixon in

June. 1970. With the new Phase L'I1 and III economic policiesatd_related wage

and price ceilings. the role of the Commission was broadened to assist in the

.

design of the post-freeze economic stabilizatiOn program and to serve as consul-

tant to the Cost of Living Council, The -Commission was,further directed to

Organize regfonal and local councils, expand their research program, and develop

a stronger prograM-to foster publfC,understanding of ,productivity growth (NC(1P.

Naich.'1972). In addition to comMissioning research efforts, the Commission
4

identified six Areas fci, future invedtigation.

1. Productivity bargaining;
2. Strengthening of manpOWer adjustment policies.
3. Education. research? and development
4. Improvement of 13roductivity of government;
5. Assessing the extent to which institutions have an adequate

supply of capital for future growth-
(); identifying industries with lagging prodUctivitygiouth and

identifying practical measures for their improvement.

12
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Productivity Research in Education
i\

Efforts at the LEA LeVel.

v. On local educational
levels, efforts 'to increase acadethic productivity

have been serious..but,results are mixed.
Performance,contracting,

.

performante-

based teacher education, use of paraprofessionals, CMI, and cost-benefit analysis

are a few of the efforts attempted at. the classroom level, but teacher oppolition

and inadequate implementation has often frustrated these efforts. Some bases for

the teacher opposition were mentioned earlier. One additional-factor of concern

is the use of standardized achievement tests as the device for measuring'
-.1:.,,,,

. .
.. `-. m

,:.tivity. Although standardized tests reduce the temptation of teachers to lOwer

standards to insure higher productivity, they still hay shortcomings which

reduce their utility. These tests tend to be less sensiti e to curricula designed

for particular community needs. Teachers also feel that when schools focus upon

changes-in test scores a's measures of "efficiency and productivity." the institu-

tion commences to have little concern for less tangible but equally important

goals (citizenship. values). A finalrcriticism is that school regimentation tends

to result in rigiAit of method; (House, p. 66). One possible solution to this

opposition has been to incorporate productivity on a systeMwide basis rater than

the'claasroom level. Kalamatoo, Michigan has a public school board which designed

an employee valuation and
accountability system that "rewards excellence and

stifles mediocrity" (Jones;.p. h). The/ most unusual feature is the superinten-.

dent's contract which,stipuTates that his pay be based upon asliding.scale

depending entirely upon his kperformance, and his school system's productivity.

SiMilarly, in the Lawndale School District in California, the school boa'r41.began, 4

a system of performance-based
productivity at the top. "The superintendent's

willingness to be held accountable will very soon reflect itself in its benefits

to the dis

ac tion rat

(Ricketts. p. 70) as he is able to focus his attention more on

than reaction. It has been found that as, the top levels begin to

11



exhibit the advantages of productivity, teacher personnel and administrative

persons better accept the system for themselves. Better communication has been _

exhibited on all levels students have b4'en treated, contrary to belief, as

human being.. performance has been measured not only by achievement tests. but

also by teacher chedklists, observation and criterion-referenced tests.

Efforts at the SEA Level

State educational associations' have become cobcerned in recent years as to

how funds may be most efficiently and effectively, allocated so that productivity ,

in their local school districts might increase (Buchmiller, 1974, 1975). They

have found strong evidence of public support of educational expenditures when

rp' r-funds'are productively utilized, when the community is involved in the planning

process, and when the communications line is kept open on the progress,and objec-

tives of a state's school administrators (Moore, p. 24Y. Many state-level

associations have studied ways in which to improve prpductivity but few have
4

implemented any statewide programs. Due tb the increase in public costs in

education. Governor A. A. Moore. Jr. of West Virginia developed a task force

designed to study the implementation Of more efficient methods and procedures

local public education. Their report included 118 recommendations that could

produces more efficient schools i41 all aspects. By making the education dollars

go farther, the tax burden on the citizen is relieved. A different approach waa\-

Utilized in Michigan where statewide educational goals were-identifiedand

evaluated. Evaluation was on the level of assessing individual student perfor-

mance and Overall program effectiveness. The, ultimate performance objective on

,

the st te level is to provide the4student with the minimum skills necessary to

take full advantage of-the adult choices available to him.
,, ..

.

Perhaps the most exhaustive effort to review educational policies and their
0

impact upon a stateis contained in the,thiee voliimes of the Fleischmann Report,

1.

issued in 1972. One conclusion was that better performance in the schools can be
. .

--1
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obtained with no increase in cost IP"}, changing the recruitment, training, salary

'structure, certification procedures, job assignment, and working conditions,of

school personnel. \Some recommendations for change include:

tb.

1. A licensing and salary structure to establish four categories'of

. teachers. Master Teachers (the top level) comprise approximately

.10% of the staff at a salary comparable to the principals

2. Lighthouse schools be established td proO.de trainingcenters for

intern and apprentice teachers and Provide opportuniti-es:for ;applied

.
research.

3. At least 90% of the supervisory staff should assume Classroom teaching

responsibility equivallEt tlo 1/5 of the. workload. 1.

4. Move toward statewide collective bargaining.'

5. Establish a single statewide pension plari.
.

.

62a Greater specializapion of teachers with an increased use of

paraprofessionals.

7, Greater use of television.

Efforts_,in Riglher Education

Productivity in higher'education'is much more difficult to ascertain due to

the existenceof the vide-variety of services provided by an.individual institution.
.

, . . 1

Educational prodUctivity on the post-secondary level must not only concern itself

with thdinstitution's acadeMic service but also with research and' .public services

(Bowen, p. 194). Dr. B. J. Priest, Chancellor for the Dallas County Community

College District, has proposed for the'coming 1975-76 school year a 57 increase in

productivity of his opdration. tie does not. however, attempt to describe how this

,may be done. He feels that asking for 'this Proposed 57. increase in productivity

is not asking anything extraordinary' (B. J, Priest, p, 20). This can be accom-
f

plished, he explains
k

further, because manufacturing and industry have had a 1"!

increase per.year and agriculture a 57 increase or more.

20
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a

Wntaining,quality is the major factor wit which higher education is

"
concerned in the search for optimal efficiency and pro ivity, and it should

nbt be forsaken. What Dallas County proposed in order to maintain ality is ----

that pay salaries be dependent upon the specified increase in productivity-as

well as maintenance of quality. 1, Many feel, as W. W. Wortman doe's, that it

difference-in productivity between educational institutionS and commercial

enterprises has contributed to the increasing cost of government(education),

as members othe teaching professiop,try to maintain their relative income

position while productivity virtually stands. stilV1,(4ortman, p. 23). On this

basis, Nassau Community College instituted a cast -ana tem which decreased

cost input while at the same time increased its productivity output. This was

N

llege computer center. Throughaccomplished through an in-depth analysis by t

A"this analysis of past performance,, the college community could more efficientlY

Jot the "future (Lukich & Sesskin. n. 26-27). Though' higher institutions

have ,always had to defend their budgets, lack of faith in fhe Establishment,

economic insecurity, and lowered priorities for higher education (Henry. o. 288)

have made it quite necessary for post-secondary institutions to incorporate

massive-self-examination procedures. Even, though productive outcomes are less

apparent in the short term period, efforts must be enumerated 0 as to win the

support of the cost-conscious public.
. .

-, . .

Efforts by the Western Interstate Commissign on Higher Educatioand the

National Center for Higher.FAlication Management Systems have resulted inicomputer

Og A

models such as the Resource Requirements Production Model .(RRPM). These models

and-the associated standardization of definitions and terms have provided some
of.

assistance in developing a common measure for IIIE productivity.` As work pr, ogresses,
4 t

: 0..

,better measures of productivity and better measures of the relatiArshiPs between

,costs and output are likely.

21
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New Directions for Research

The pessimistic tone of the paper is not indicative of my hopes for the

f r . I I./Could like to suggest at least seven areas in which additional

research should-prove/fruitful.

One of the first areas in need of consideration is the definition of pro-
,

cluctivity itself. The' dentification of productivity indicators is.the first

step toward better knowledge of the educational, production function. A perusal .

of the bibliographic material.in this pap'er reflects how little has changed over
N

time. 'For example, In 1913., at the NEA proceedings. Dr. Frank Spaulding, a

superintendebt of schools in Newton, Massachusetts had tha following observations'

know -of no singly adequate measure' of the efficiency of a school
either relative or absolbte-: Some fildek or measure which could he
used is 04 percentage of children of each year'of age in the school,
district that the school enrolls; the average number of days atten-
dance secured annually from each'child; the percentage'of the children
of each age who/are;allowed to complete their schooling... (Callahan.
1962, p. 69).

The concern for adequate measures still exists. The measures proposed by
0

Spatilding, despite their inadequacy.. still remain today as partial indicators of

efficiency or Qoductivity. Thetedcher-effectiveness formula proposed by
.

Kauffmat3, et'al .(1973) represents one new.opproach. More are needed.

' A second fodus of future research is the area of program definition. While N,
,

.

, .the current emphasis on the establishment of objectives for schools dnd nrogtams,.
e

-the use of criterion- referenced tesis.Lapd other,sintilarefforts toward the
.

identification and quaneffica nfi outputs is a positive step toward the estab-

lishment

.
.

lishment of a definition'of quality Lucation. thisis,not enough. I am
.

remidnde
,,z.

of Callahan's notes regarding a 1912 editorial by CUbberly, the Peap of the School
,

.--
,

.
4 . .

scientific/
of Education at Stanford,, Cubber;y s ggested that' With the adoption of i

i
management:

,
,

...pupils would be carefully examined and properly classified and they
would 'chart their progress and see their deficiencies. Teachers-47441d
knot./ whatwas ekpected of them and lirincipalq and supervisors could, tell
at a glance whether pupils or rooms are makfhg proper progress.

17
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It seems that the system'approach and a desire for a MIS was alive over sixty

yeaysiago. !Mile the need for the sys,teltatic establishment of instructional

O..a1s was identified, little regular progress has been mad tntil now, on-

tinuedAFforts will permit better measures of productiqty. Res rch will be

needed to identify Om relationships between acttities a output.

A third concern might bysl.tself serve to incre productivity as 5

natural by-product df its original fntent. suggesting the adoption of a°

. more efficientrecordAeeping system. 1 if not all, of the present teaching

systems require large ampunts of rel .bl-, systematic record - keening. Sound

research and evaluation require milar amounts. yet. for the most part.,sschoof

A
record-keeping .44 performed teachers and principals with paper and pencil.

Annotated records- are writen by hand. ,71.th few exceptions, uses of -dictation

C
equipment, data processi n' quipment, photocopiers. and other labor-saving

devices areseldom seen below the., op -Management levels of school operations.

Without better record-keeping,new grid r reliable measures are difficult to

:secure .

A.fourth'concern is the teaching process

)

and his study of Teacher and'Paraprofessional Productivity (1973) offers some
1

elf. The work of Eaton Conant

illumina4ttng insights, into the teaching actirity. His dings were ba sed upon

a full day of observation of twenty te%bers in a conyention classroom setting

and twenty-seyen teachers in a classroom paraproeess .nal. One

purpose of the study wad to observe /

the teaching act, and categorize th-

ities into minutes of "instruction. rputine, non-learning, other, and out of

classroom.'" The findings indicated that in a conventional classroom/On the

;

average, q2.04 minutesof a 5 1/2 hour school day wis spent on,iruction,

This can be contrasted with 10q,29 minqtas ln,a classroom with a paraprofessional.

.,

Among his conclusions he states.
,:



0
j !
1" 11".

o '

It is Clear' that teachers who rked with paraprofessionals
did not achieve a.greater specia ation in instruction and'
related professional tasks...In almo all respects. their
work results were quite comparable wit he work of their
peers who worked without the assistance o araprofessionals. (p. 62)

For the research personnel who carried out the
most surprising general findings remains that teach y

the
were

still able to'instruct for only a relatively small por o of
the-total class day...These studyesults for teachers mply
that teacher work roles will haVe to he significantly ch nged
if-the division of labor is re redesigned to achieve re
professional work. (p. 63)

If there is one recommendation that emerges-.clearly for pra tical
implementation from the work study: it is'that schools expe iment
More with staff assignment plans that place paraprOfessional
full-time in the homeroom role while teachers function as
full-time instructors who visit classes during the day primar
to teach. 541: 44)

Aside from his findings, his development of a standardized syst m for
6

analyzing work is useful. With it. the.teac g act can be obseFved nd adequate

: , P ,
infdrmation gathered for the sake of restructuring it. Without a bett r under- ,.

standing of the teaching act, as it presently exists suggestions for a eater

utilization of paraprofessionals and/or stime other tyrie of teacher replacement

will he less than successful.

A fifth direction relates to the issue of employee motivation. Tf, a

qackman suggests, job enrichMent is the darlihg of the mid-70s l?ecause of it

notential for more satisfied workers and consequent increased productivity.

educational institutions will have to consider their adoptiOn and implement

thorough evaluation schemes. Since this will require time. our3le'Sent efforis

could be focused upon industrial methods, and the evaluation of. those methods

as they apply'to education. While literature highlights studies which have

investigated relatiOnships between leagership behavior and/or organizational

climate`, decision-making, iob satisfaction, and other concerns, less is known

aboUt ;11c.cessful'strategps,,p change the climate or leader behavior., Nackmaci

(1975) states that little more is known about successful strntegies to implement

19
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job- enrichment programs. pore must be known before adoption canbe considered

on a wide sjread basis.

A sixth concern is for investigations of successful strategies to implement

''inlitovative practices. Pincus (1974) notes with some pessimism:

Pow uld we expect a self-perpetuating bureaucracy to respond
to P & 1) findings if (1) it is not market -- oriented; (2) it is
Widely considered to he socially necessary and therefore
deserving-of public.nArtection--itais, in. fact, the cantive,
servant of a captive' clientele' (3, it is open to a good deal of
public scrutiny on issues having.to do with perceived equity,
quality, and goals:. (4) it cannot unhmbigously define its aims
or clearly identify technologies that are dominant in light of
aims that might he specified: (5) its contribution to its
clientele's life and learning is *certain and also modest as
comparedto other societal influences' ,(9) its governance Is
highly decentralized, yet subjedt- to a wide varieTV of
in'fluences-, so that each unit perceives itself as facing a
unique configuration of clierits and masters? (p. 115)

He'further notes that unlike'a competitive firm, a school System should be

expected to:

0

A.SBe more likeit tan the competitive firm to adopt cost-raising
innovations, since here is no marketplace to test the value
of the innovation (e..g. -smaller 'class size)-in relatiqn
its Cost.

B. Be less likely than the competitive ,firm to adopt cost-Teducing
innovations. unless the funds so "saved become` available for
other purposes within the district.

C. Be less.likely than the competitive firm to' adopt innovations
that significantly change the resource mix (e.g.. a higher
ratio of teacher aides to teachers, sharjlily increased use of
capital -- intensive technologies), because any consequent
productivity increases'aTe not necessarily matched by greater /

'Profits' to the district, ,a ad because any replacement of
-labor by capital may threaten the guild structure of the
schools.

D. Be more likely than the competitive firm to adopt new ,

instructional processes qr pew wrinkles 'in administrative
1-management, that do not significantly change institutional
structure. '

F. Be less likely than the competitive firm to adopt innovations

that changein'accustomed authori,ty roles and established ways
iof doing business, because changes in these relations represent

9 the heaviest kind of real cost to bureaucracies.

F. Be equally unwilling as competitive firms to facP lar4scale'
encroachments on protected marl'ets (voucher systems.

?Bo
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4
.metropolit n-areawidewopen enrollment); although for somewhat
chifferentlk.reasons. (PP, 117, 1,18)

His remiew of the research n this area identifies three factors favorable

-to'innovatiPn in the school:

1. Bureaucratic Saffty - When the innovation is perceived"
as favorable with respect to the current Status and
ornanization of the bureaucracy (because in a self-
perpetuating non market system. these bureausr.eic values
become socialized and tend to dominate a fcriteria. or inq
other words, the bureaucratic costs the ,a-I-costs of
the system).

2Response to 1xternal Pressure - When external press
, for innovation are percet as irresistible (h

school. systems .cannot-be entirely unresponsiv
4,A0 external pressures and financial contraint

3. Approval of Peer Elites When key f ures in the
bureaucracy and their colleagues i other educational
t-,urea4cracies can agree about th= aceentabilitv of the,

innovation (because in the abs ce of clearly defined
output criteria. consensus among the flite Is often, the
primary decision-making.criterion). *"(p. 120)

He concludes with recommendations which merit our, co,s2derAlon.

1. More large scale experiments are mnecessary to demonstrate
that they can or can't work in a variety of settings. -0

2. Since the, evidence indicates that administrators rely'on

personhl contact for R &D information, R & D must he more.
closely tied dministrators 'and representatives of
teacher anizai6ns from the beginning. In addition,
more sem mars, etc. need to be offered at time and in
a manner in which all can attend:-

3. More case studies are necessary to identify the implementation
prpcess.

A

.4. More must hf known of the incentive patterns which encourage,
adoption. ,

thdt

11.1

5. New incentive systems' may have td -be developed.

These recommendations are all based upon his fundamental conclusion

. .

If goals are in some sense undefinableit is inappropriate to
adopt the standard rationalist approach of first defining eoks
...Instead of R & D, strategy should he based at least impart`
on the converse anproach. tip, 129

4
4.
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-...

A final suggestion concerns'itself with the,roles of professional organiza--

, ro

.

includingtionb in<gdueation those involved in collective bargaining.
.

.,

. Teacher,organizations need to take a more active part in the development
# ,, ,.. . ..-

., ,

.. .

of stkategieS for the iMProvemen$ of education. As long as,the research is

caiiied out pTiMarily by universities and research establishments fdr te'tiaerq,
- f ,

.

instead of with teachers, it ialikely tp continue to receive the lukewapp
. .

..-- .

'' /
receptlion it has received in the past. This imposition of news methods as a

-
.

':,,-A&atrivanCe of management 'to exploit' the a read}, oppressed teacher. InvdIvement
.\

,

of the teacher requires more than an obligatory single planning-peri?d per week.
/

It is time to persuade teacher's organizations to bargain for-theaddptidnPof
, o

educational programs along with salary increases. In addition, gJven the
?

%increasing number of school strikes:research ,eeded to identify shccesqfel
. .

I

.political strategies capable of resolving legit matgrdifferanc pinion

without resorting to strikes." /
__P....- ,

.
.

...

. -

BNhe year. 2.4:60, d rte any or all tiese-efforts, edUcation may yet"
- - .,...111b Po . .

I 7 .be nb further in its uriderstandin-tif--the aching-learning Arocaalancl in it- ..

search for increased prolductivity. Issues to pin in complexity.eyen as,

.

_ 0 new discoveries are-made. A 'quote, attributed to Robert Stake, is offered as a
".

.

4

concluding observation.

A century, ago, a Swiss historian, Jacob Burckhardt. forsaw that '

ours. would be the age of the greatsimplifiers,7d that the essence
of tyranny was the denial of complexity. He was fright. This is the
Single greatest temptation of the time. It is the greatest corrupter
and 'Inlet be resisted with purpose and with energy. (Lessinger and
Kylei, 1971, p. 62) '

In mit search for increased productivity, I would hope that we don't ignore the

complexity of the-issue.

4 1

4 i
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Not so long ago the of productivity in.:education would have

elicited few sparks, littlecontroversy and great disinterest on the part

tof both professional educators and lay ci. izens. All of that is changed.

Today the subject stands at stage center. Why?

The answer is 'not difficult; it focuses upon the growth, of govern-

went and the cots of sustaining that growth.

The Growth of Government

Since 4he 1930's, the cost trends fOr government at local, state and

federal levels have been sharply and inexorably upward. The picture pro-

yided by the federal level alone is dramatic. It took the first- 186 years
.

of our national existence to reach a one hundred billion dollar national

budget. We reached the second hundred billion dollar budget in nine years

and the third in just four. Put son a graph, such growth is termed exponen-

i 1.

Professor Dennis Gabor, of the Imperial College cti Science and

Technblogy in London, has written some sobering thoughts regarding exponen-

tial curves. ". . . exponential curves groy ,to infinity only in mathematics.

In th'd physical world they either turn round and saturate, or they break down

.c atas trophica.11y."

Exponent ail curves are abstract; paying taxes is not. Presently w
1"*71

over a third of the,nation's output goes into the hands of the tax collecto

If present trends continue, this will double'in just twenty-five years.,
i a

. ..
Will present trends'.continue? Most assuredly yes!' If anything, the

pressure to continue the sharp and relentlessly upward cost of government
40 .

will probably Increase. Who can -deny the obvious needs and the frustrating

challenges? Never have we as a nation bevn so forced to find our way through
4

problernth of such number, scale, complexity and strategic importance as now.

Shall I list a few--pollution, transportation, crime, housing.
78
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We have the problems. What,,is more important is `that more and more

of our people see government as hfving the prime responsibility for solving,

them.
/!

4

Currently, as a nation, we are struggling" to overotlie the most dev-

astating economic slump since the depression of the thirtir\ Despite

our penchant for government as the Alver of problems 'ven the pressures

of inflation and,the relative stagflation of theecono rther increases

in the levels of taxation are be bitterly contested d =re politically

hazardous. This has already beemrshown in the areas w ere people can

more directly control the levels of taxation. Following World War II, the

normal pattern of voters in our country in state and municipal elections

was to approve 75% of all proposed bond issues and to reject 25%. Since

1968 these percentages are being very nearly reversed. And this is happening

at the very time when all of us seem bent to complaining about crowded

hospitals, polluted air, unsafe streets, and inadequate schools:

The Increasing Education Costs

Education is one of the major cost centers of government. The dollar

cost for American education since ,World War II follows an exponential-like

Curve. In 1950 we,spent 10 billion dollars. By 1965 costs had reached 40

billion dollars. 4.1n 3075 expenditures will topia,08 biLlionviollaZa.
.4,

As we hold this conference on increasing pEoductivity in education,

many school systems in our country are on the edge of insolvency. To open

this fall, public school systems laid off thousands of teachers and closed

hundreds of elementai and secondary schools. A veritable rash.of strikes

has accompanied this turn of events. The situation in Chicago is representa-

tive of many of our larger systems. Chicago's budget on school opening called

for laying off 1,781 teachers, cutting principal's salaries by 20% and re-

moving three days from the length of the school year. Chicago had a deficit

29.
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million dollars, a figure that the San Francisco)chool district will
,t

match and Philadelphia's will exceed.

A similar situation exists in ate school sYstemstnd at the higher

education level. All this is pccuring 4hen there are fewer students in

school and there is widespread concern both with the quality of the achieve-
;

ment of learners and the value of a college education.

What led to this situation in education?

There are four principal reasons fort e rise in _the cost*" of education:

'inflation, improved salaries for personnel, lower pupil-teacher ratios and

more students attending school fOr longer periods of time.

Little can be done about the problem of inflationary rises by a sub-
.

system such as education.' The other three may be usefully elaborated because

they do bear on the arguments to be presented shortly.

The rise in the number of students attending and completing the public

Schooling process is on of the success stories off American education.

Approximately one-fourth of the rise in the costs of_education at elementary

and secondary levels may be attributed to this cause.% Currently, enrollments
0

are declining at the elementary level. It is expected that secondary en-
.

rollments will stabilise over the-next decade. This factor then is unlikely

to continue to be a factor f* upward pressure. It is, hcKge'ver, a major

reason for consern about rising costs..

The twin factors of lower pupil-teacher ratios and increased salary

and frin0 benefits will continue to be the major causes of rising costs.
i

An examination qf- the salary and fringe benefits area is enlightening.

Salary and,fringe benefits for' teachers-and other instructional staff

have risen faster than' overall salary increases for a composite of all other

salaried workers. During the period 1957-1971, for example, school personnel

ranged from 110% to 120% of the averages of earnings for full-time employees-

30
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4in all other industries. !ad the rate of these increases been the same as

the alierage increase for all other wages, school expenditures would have

been 3.1 billion 'or 3% less in 1970-71.

There are some disturbing practices in the present pattern of dis-
parsing funds for personnel. One of the most consistent findings in the

research literature is that perhaps the rocst important school input is, or

is highly correlated with, the teacher's verbal intelligence. However the

scarcity of this resource is in no way reflected in teachers' salary scales.
For the most part, these schedules consist of 'twok.variables, time served
and colle",e credits. Generally the schedule has ten rows and five columns.

ti

.1 teacher enters the first cell with an An'and 0 experience. At this point,
he or she is paid $x. Then years and (20 credits beyond the AB degree later,.
the teacher, will make $2x.

A

Analysis reveals that teaching experience and graduate education con-

trut li le to improvements in student performance. What is worse, the
charact Atics of teachersithat do Seem' to matte ^are-not highly correlated

!ith-either experience or additional college courses. Yet .these attributes

are being purchased by virtually every school district.
41

Another disturb ink general finding in' the research has to do with the

student to teacher ratio. As 'we have seen, this fa tor, along with salaries

and fringe benefits accounts for the largest increases. Yet the evidence
. . \

' 4
-

indicates- the student to teacher ratio bears little relation to' student per-
formance.

. ^

In the last decade, the average 'salaries paid teachers have risen 867.
<

Given both powerful organizaticin, political astuteness, and aggressiveness,

pressures for a continuation of this trend will probably not be contained.

What can 'he done then to improve the situation?

3 6
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Increasing Zducational Efficiency.

It is obvious that we in education shall have to work along three

definite and interrelatedlines:

(1) to obtain the same results for less cost;

(2) to obtainbetter results for the same cost: and/or

(3) to obtain significantly better results for costs in excess of

those the merely reflect inflation%

In short, we shall have to increase our productivity.

Getting the same results for less cost requires increasing the

efficiency of an educational process. There are two baSic approaches to

increasing effidiency: one is iewrational, the other is unplanned

and reactive. The first reflects good management; the second is best de-

scribed as "meat-axe budget control."

Given the many primitive management systems in education, the present

. political realities and economic conditions, it is no surprfse that we aeevs
..

witnessing the implementation of the meat-axe approach. This is evident in

the widespread lay-off of personnel, the curtailment of the time for 1 ruing,

the elimination of certain_educational experiences, and the cuttin down of
- -

administrative control. This approach staves off fisCal disaster, but it

does not solve the problems.-

;4; ,..44,..01,... A war and more lasting approach tot:he-Chan
41 . , ,-- "

e of fici9.2cyli-r-,

quires the adaptati , adoption, and installation of appropriate management-
0.{

strategies and,tactics._A discussion of those managommt-Vtrategies and

tactics is beyond the scope of this paper. Recent experimentation with

' adaptations of Management By' Objectives, Program Planning and Budgeting
a

Systems and even Zero-Basld Budgeting have shown promise -and need more in-

tensive iMiilementation.

r.



Improving the Effectiveness of Education Systems

The most promising approach at this time to increasing productivity

probably resides in attempts to improve the effectiveness of the educa-

tional system, i.e., to,try to get better results for steadily increasi

costs. It is to such strategies that I now turn.

All attempts at improving effectiveness center upon the production

of an ideal state, and this in turn requires widescale introduction of a

systems approach to education.

'In education an ideal state occurs when each student achieves every

objective., Effectiveness is the ratio of the actual number of objectives

achieved by 'the students divided by the total number they would have achieved

if each student had successfully mastered very objective.

System thinking provides the conceptual framework within which the

pursuit of the ideal state becomes feasible.

Viewing schooling as a system enables us to:

(1) clarify, specify, codify anck communicate our educational

purposes, missions and objectives;

(2) measure the achievement of this output:

(3) construct optimal learning situations; and

(4) transform typical, teacher performance into "teacher-artist"

performance'to'harhess affect to the educational process.

For the educational planner,,the concept,of'syk,Vm644n400enS'ible

A system is a group of components which has been integrated or co-
.,

ordinated to' accomplish a purpose. The idea of system is a general one.
0

There are, for ex nple, transportatioiiiystems, energy systems and legal

systems., In the human body there is a reproductive system, a digestive

system and an olfactdry system-4. There are three .main ideas which are in-

eluded in the system concept whiCh give it its intellectual per and which

,33
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commend it to those seeking improved productivity. These are the ideas of

purpose, coordination and interaction.

y , All enterArises,are systems which require -people, resources and a

basic idea of what the enterprise is trying to accomplish.. That attempted

accomplishment is its purpose. For education that, purpose is learning.

Learning can Only. be inferred through, observing a change in the

behavior of the learner. That change in behavior is a product of experi-

ence--generally an experience with a teacher. The "business" of an educe-

tional enterprise in.pursuit of its purpose is the supply and orCheitration

of experience--of a type I call productive experience because .1.t is thought

likely to cause the achievement of an ideal state--the accomplishment by

1111, the students of each of the objectiVes.

can describe three basic kinds of experience which teachers (with,

administrative support) can supply, orchestrate, and/or be. I call these

basic experiences: training experiences, educative experiences and celebr

tive experiences. Training experiences yield prescribed knowledges and

p kills. 7:ducati.;ie experiences are reflexeive, giving b rth to insights,

and appreciations. Celebrative experiences are bathed in a ect:. the feel-

ing of joy, of awe, of 'thanksgiving.

Training. Experiences

a t.

k
The training experience replicateS or simulates a khown lob situation

I vs-

to reliably prauce in the 1Zatner the ca,patil?t}f'of peiforming the job laskA: 411:
- y ..-*-7- --el ...

. ,
I

Each task can be described by one or more behavioral objectivcis,, and each

behavioral objective is made up, of certain knowledges .and skills which may

he written as enablii. objectiVes.

to
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Training refers ,to instruction to enable people to perform in desired

ways in specific situations.

An auto mechanic is trained to adjust a carburetor in a shop. A 'phy-
,

M.cian is trined to remove an appendix in a hospital. A teacher is trained

to const objective test in a- classroom. A lawyers 1; trained to argue

a case In- a courtroom

It may seem surpr sing ?6 see a linking, of such high-status professions

as law, medicine 'and teaching with a modest status program of auto .mechanic.

'moth profestional education and vocational education are concerned with pre-
.,

paring people for occupations.;

The words occupation and job bear 'further analysis.. Roth .refer to

activities with specific ends, and oftent. specific means. Students in hos-

pitals, stores, classrooms, laboratories Ad shops may be said to be involved

in an educational occupation, involving certain reetfrrig jobs. A similar

-analogy can be drawn for athletics and games.

Each' teacher has five major tasks to perform or to orcheatrate in

carrying out a training experience:

to define aneto communicate the objectives of\the experience;;

(2) to develop and employ instruments such as' tests to/measuretthe

actual.achievement of the o}jectives hy. each student;

(3) to use the principles of learning and known good practice, both
k

as a guide to. the construction of the experienc n its

`pr
I--

es
e .

0 . v t
,

o. o ).entati&n ; .°11`

., v

(4) to- use the evidence of the actual.- results of the graining ex-,

perienc,ethe achiev nt of the siudents,z-asfeedback for
.

upgradin sing 'the experience as needed;" and

(5) to search t from time, to time the adequacy of the connection
.60

between the traininerxperience and the actual job it -is designed*

totmplement.
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.
The teacher, deprovidingo training experience, is professionally.-

. ' Ai .

.

-.accountable, i:e., he or she knows and uses what is established.as good"
. .

,Yractice. Such professional accountability is the spur for increasing

effectiveness. If the training expefieli.ce, embodied.as an instructional

system, does not in fact yield the desired results; the teacher (and'his

or her support system) takes responsibility- -but-but not blame- for positive

remedial actioq. one is blamed: blaming it not a positive remedial

'action, whether or not that blame is assigned to the teacher., the student,
V

the parents, socio-economic conditions. or alleged malfunctions in students

such as I.Q.s or variously-named disabilities. It is the instructional

system's experience content that is on trial. 'If the system does not pro-
,

duce What 'is required, it is worked on untirit does, If this means addi-%

tional training, or better materials or sounder pre-requisite analysis o'r
,

any .other changes in the systen, it is dons.

The training expehance can be vality-controlled. Through performance
.

testinK ofqthe students by independent auditors, it can be quality-assured.

4

Nucative Experiences

41. .

Unlike a training experience, an educative experience has no assured

terminal performance oNective: Theoutcomes of an educative experience
pe

areeA redlIntetnal states known primarily tee thezgtudent and properly

caile sights, appreciatiOas, awarenesses, commitments and so forth-, The
.#

If
4.- ° '

clos, analogy to an, educative experience is a play in the theatre. 'The
1 ,

.

-'
.

' _prOduc

.

\

,

of such an experience can be known only in trnsaction with another.,
s .. ,

huma being. Thvyansaction can be oral, in writing, tymb olic (asin .,
...%F. st Z

. ,
painting) or in music or dancf.

. o

Three personal educative experiences demonstrate the "theater-quality"

of these experiences.

4
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the first example occurred when
/
the author was e superintendent of

schools. A board of education had established en artist-in-thezclassroomow
,

program. I remember watching a sculptor in a, fourth grade Classroom

fashioning a horse from a block, of wood,: As th e animal emerged, the chil-,
dren swarmed over the artist literally extracting his "magic"- from his `

,shoulders and arms. I can still see him trying to free himself so that

he could manipulate his toolsz

It is obvious that' the children were not able to ,carve as a result ,of

A

this experience. Rather, they might better he described

appreciative of the 'creative process, etc.

award of artistry,

The second example occurred on a trip from the Buff,,kyo airport to

St. Bonaventure,University.. The driver, a college ptudent born in New York.

City who had met the autho5-st the. airport, p'oineed to slime cows in a field,

with the remark, "those were the first wild cows I 'had ever seen." 'When

asked what he meant yy '.'wild cows", tie replied in a voice which showed stir-.

prise at the question. "Why, they are cows that aren't in a zoo."

Finally, I recall a vivid educative experience I had at age 17 as a
\

mechanic apprentice traineeat an Air Fdrcelase. I had, just cut too muCh

off an expensive part--my first job,.
, Concerned, I took it to my foreman, who,

sdk

.
,

in reassurtnetones, told me not to worry, but to get some "put-on" at the

toolroom. 'He explained that this was a jelly-like substance that hardened

-.-

into new steel which could berecut. 'With great joy, I went to the toolroom

'only to be told that there was big demand for tilts ad that they were' but

of -it. ,Somewhere between the second toolroom and. the third I had an,educa-.

ti'N'te experience.

42
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Yelp .

?

Like the sculptor, and the wild 'cows, there was no skill or Sehayi

outcome. Rather it was an insight, an understanding of being trickedan

awareness of what the anthropologist classifiesias a passage to maturity.''
Who is there, indeed, who has not hadsUch an edcative experience ,Most

4 4

everyone can recall searching for snipes',,? bucketg of steam, left-handed
-' , . '4- ' I

,.,
`

monkey wrenches and sky hooks.
A

'"hose who would "stage" an eduCative experience can make use of the
. z

lcnowleage, of the arts, particularly the performinks arts of acting, dance
)

and music. - In the schools and Colleges the heart of an educative expe rience
2

is the teacher as a performer--perhaps evenia performing artist.

The most vital element of an educative 'experfence is the teacher as a
, ,>.4 .'. ,

performing artist. The contribution of tlie teacher' to theefficiency anti 4 C-,/
,..

\. '
effect iveneek of the learning prOces,s ,is.direc tlyn related to 'his or.her...... .,-. . .
competence, confidence and caring. Each Of these cri ttcal .variables can be'

4

optimized- througl,t a transforiational proceSs embodied in "teachang as 'a

forming art."

per-

The approach is erce al in nature and rests on certain powerful
4 .

)

similarities- between,!performing a tists (and certain others ;%e.g: , court-

room. Taw.yers, ministers) and tea e' ),
1), *Both have an audience:. e teacher's role is different in one

sq,nse, however, in that t e teacher functions not only in a
\

teaching capacity, but alSO assbm'' es a leadership role in -order
- '-

to promote student ,performance.

2) Both have a place.to perfOrm. In a very direct way, teaching

spaces are as diverse as those created in the theatre.*

-38
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3) Each has performance material which must be adapted for delivery

or communication.

4) Each has a ,wide variety of:ways 'in which to perform and a.varieey

of styles and modes of performance.
416

!"5) Each has an instrument to be used. For the teacher that instrument

is self--plus performance skills, costume, make-up, and Performance
o

materials.

There are training experiences already available fiir tiansforking people

into persons who can perform such roles as: manager,'home and community

reinforcer, and instructional system designer. Competent it their disciplines J
and in critical foundation areas such as the psychology of learning, thercan;.

through the pedagogy of the arts, be xransformed systematically into performing

artist- teacher , into people who can use, and harness the emotions in the service

Of producing intended learning.

Celebrative Experiences

On. the surfade, it seems difficult 'to imagine that a-teacher can supply,

orchestrate car be a celebrative experience. The very' word conjures up mystery.

I am using the term to describe .the sense of joy and thanksgiving that literally

'1 floods a person at particular times., The experience is intensely personal and
a

yet, it may sometimes be dramatically observed and is definitely "catching".

The celebrative experience may be seen at athlet4 events where_ at times

players jump up and down, hug-each other,ssometimes fall to the knees in prayer-.

ful thanksgiving.

Such experiences are likely when odds are successfully overcome: it is

the underdog who celebrates on victory;t is the winner of a championship who

celebrates, the harder the victory to achieve the ,greater celebrative experience.

3Q.
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Such experiencs, are likely when risll are*successfully
16

met: the scaling
.

of a dif i ult 7ountain,
1,i.

the successful operatiod on a difficult case, the rescue

4
of a community when the odds are overwhelmingly negative.

4

4

T;oth training objectives and educative objectives can be verified. Both

can be rated in terms of appropriateness and verisimilitude but only the train'-
0

ing experience can reliably produce intended behavioral change.

.The Instructional System

4 .

The heart of a school system is its instructional system. This is the

sub-system whose purpose it is to realize one or more trainin or educative

objectives. The sum of its intendedd;Aojectives is its outpu The product

of its output and the number of its clients served in a unit time, is its

-ideal output. The ratio of the actual number of objectives attained by its

clients, the actual output, to the ideal output represents the instructional

system's effectiveness. EffeCtiveness has a social or societal referren,

therefore it has a point-in-time quality as judged by the dominant political

group(s), The!definition of quality as "fitness for use as seen by the user" ,

is particularly appropriate.

Let us look more closely at an instructional system. It can be defined

as an integrated or coordinated set of, persons,, methods, media and uipment

' efficiently performing the functions ydquired to accomplish its ideal output.

That are these required fuctionsT There are five: planning ;the experi-

ence, communicating its 6Ontent, practicing knowledge and performance olljectives,

managing its clients , and controlling its quality.

Each of these functions presents opportunities for increasing productivity.

40
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4 .19...anning the Experience "...e \
This functiorcis made up of suchlactivities aS 'needs assessments,

.diagnoses, objective specification and assembly of required materials and; .,.. . tsp4.ce:

Communicating the Content
4

A major f.tvction of an instructio41 system is to comaiunicate
knowledges i.e., symbolic processes and symbols. Every task or performance

presupposes the learning of some element of kniciwiedge. This knowledge
..must he shared, The sharing, may be done in a.Aiety-of ways. The most

common are:. tal , reading, films, television, graphic -devices and

tape recorders.

Opportunities exist to mariedly increase the contribution of this
function to the effectiveness of the output of the system. A well-.
organized, meaningful, properly-paced presentation, geared to the levels
o'f the clients and augmented With'appropriate media is merely one example
of such an opportunity. There are also impressive ways to increase' the

efficiency of this function through technology.

4krecticing the Knowledge and' Pdrforniance Objectives

As We have seen,, the purpose of the instructional system is represented
in the performances to be'mastered by the clients. These performances, in

I .turn, are dependent upon various skill and knowledge components. For

learning to occur, clients must practice the overall performance as well
as its compo_nent elements. In the planning function,' detailed descriptions
of each task' are used to develop the training and eductive object,Ges.

These detailed descriptIntsk form the basis for the design of experiences

if 46
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(situations}-, In the 'training situations, aients- practicAhe tasks
, 4

until they have masteredth'em. These training sititations may be replicas.
of what is present on-the-job or a variety of approaches to the real may

be employed.

There is a-direct relationship between presentation of content and
its practice. Research results illustrate the dramatic ineffectiveneast~

Of presentations not associated with the practice of both performance and

-knowledge. .

:!anaging the Clients

:,/ith some exceptions, learners generally require assistance in paying

attention to what is being. presented and to actively participate in the

learning experience. A variety of approaches are available to improve

the contribution of this function to the overall effectivesness of the

(1) individualizing instruction,

(4) application of behavior

variable in this function is

system. Some of th'e major approaches are:

(2)° providing incentives, -(3) ensemble, and

modification techniques. The most critical
2

the professional role of the teacher. This

under the concept.of transformation.

Controlling the quality

will be more fully fexploied

?where?)

Every system rust have some means of self-regulation to insure that
)r.it will achieve its purposes. Quality control "is the function of the

instructional system which-E issesses, feeds back results, and causes those

revisions which help insure the accomplishment of whatever xras intended.

quality can be defined as fitness for use as -judged by the user. Control

is an amalgam of two interrelated concepts: evaluation and accountability.

Let usrsee how control operates. 47
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For every obj ctive which represents the purpose of the system, a

performance'or proxy described which verifies Its -achievement.'

Evaluation is the process of comparing what was actually achieved to what
was desired.

Accountability.in this context is the assignment of responsi-
,

hilley for detecting the gap between what was intended and what 'was achieved
and doing those things known to'close the gaps.

,

The quality control function is virtually unknoWn in American education.
0

.Coupled with certain transformations of the teacher's role it represents 5'
a most dramatic and powerful approach to major improvement in the productiVity
of education.

Summary

The cost of government at all levels has.risen steadily and dramatically
since riorld 'Jar II, Its level and direction now,closely resemble that of

fan exponential curve.

Pressures to continue the level and direction and even to accelerate

it grow stronger, while at the same time the econnay and taxpayer resistance

make accomodation to the pressures more and more tallikely. Athe one
element of government closest to direct taxpayer control, education.is

deep ,crisis. Education must besome pore productive if only to maintain its1

present. levels of operation.

InOreasing'productivity means: (1) getting the same results for\

less cost;' (2) getting better results for the same cost; and (3) ge,pting

better results /or "real" increases in cost':

-.)Gettin he same results for less cost means increasing the efficiency of

an educational system. There are significant ways this can be done, but'
,

given the political realities of the educational scene it -is doubtful that ,

.
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we shall approach efficiency 14p a rational way. Rather we are- vitnegsing

the meat -axe approach of lay -offs, "frills" elimination and school year !
j

cut-backs.

Getting better results for the same costs or significantly better

results for "true" increases is a question of effectiveness. This too

faces some harsh realities but there' are some promising ,paths with some

likelihood for progress

Some promising ways to increase productivity through increasing school

system effedtiveness are represented in:

1) pursing ideal output through viewing schooling as a systeM with

purposes, integrated functions and interrelationships With other

systems.

2) contructing optimal learning situations by perfecting training,

14

educative and celebrative experiences;

3) directly ;forking for imprOved output ,through upgrading the

derivation, specification and measurement of training and ed&ative
a,"

objectives; and

4) transforming conventional teacher performance to teacher-artist

performancd that harnesses the power of affect to the educational

process.

o
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PRODUCTIVITY IN TUE PRIVATE SECTOR

AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE

By

Fred C. Schwarz
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PREFACE

,This article presents the present- dilemma of productivity in the

United States in the private sector and illustrates efforts to reverse the

trend. Also'presented are techniques being used by 'companies which are

successful in iuiprovifig their productivity. Finally, specific illustra--
<

tions of techniques for impfiiving prodhctivity in the educational enter-
o

prise are covered.

THE PRODUCTIVITY DILEMMA IN THE UNITED STATES

For the first time in the history of our country we have ceased to

lead,the world in productivity gains. The following chart shows our position

in comparison to the rest of the world'.

-AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREASE iN OUTPUT

PER MAN-HOUR IN MANUFACTURING, 1960-73

Figure 1

Japan__

Netherlands 7.5%.

Sweden 7.1%

e1gium 6.5%

Italy , r
6.4%.

France 6.0%

Uest Germany 5.8%.

Switzerland 5.3%

----6arsada 4.3%

United langclon 4.0%

Un-ited SEates 3.4Z
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The U.S. Natiotal Commission on Productivity and Wort Quality is

struggling to provide assistance to the private_sector atd government agencies

to change the undesirable trend in -our rate of productivity. It is interesting

to note that the Japanese Productivit'y Center, which was suggested by

the U.S. State Department and assisted with $6.2 million American dollars,

is five times larger than oar-bational commission'.

C. Jackson Grayson, dean of the Business School of Southern Methodist

University, has proposed that the private sector establish a productivity

center using ton-government funds. Although the target date for opening

in 1976 will 'be missed, I believe we will see, such a center in the future.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally the private sector has been concerned with productivity

as the measurement to determine success or failure of the enterprise. The-
..

traditional de'inition has been the comparison between the quantity of

goods produced or sere ces provided, and the quantity of resources required v.

produte the pradircts or services. The formula commonly used is simply

output' over input:

OUTPUT
INPUT

PRODUCTIVItY' MEASURES USED IN INDU§TRY

The following are some measures of.productivity_used by Honeywell Inc.

in various segments of the company:
,

MANUFACTURING

Factory $ Output
Total Mfg. Pay

Products (weighted)
Total Mfg. Employees

47
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MARKETING

Sales

'Salesmen .

Sales
All Marketing Employees



0

ENGiNEFRING

Designs (weighted)
Designers

Drawings (weighted)
Draftsmen

PERSONNEL

Total Employees
Personnel Employees

Total Pay
Pers. Dept. Pay

O

scoNiiount

Sales
Cont. Dept. Employees,

Accts. Receivable
Credit Employees

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Sales

Emplbyees

Profits

Fanployees

Prior to"the 20th century proponents of scientific management, concentrated

on better methods and processes developed by industtTiaI engineers and on better

machines. Early,pioneers in scientific managment wereTrederick Taylor,

Henri Fayol, Frank and, Dr. LilliahGilbreth. ,They developed such techniques"

as time study, work-place layout,

sys4 a.04ZysIslgang charting.

motion analysis, flow proces°schafilling,'..

.

It asn't until the century that studies determited the influenCe
7

bf the human fac r in the input part of the produCtivity equation. S '

The committee on Industrial Illumination was formed in 024 'by the

ti

RI

National Research Council under the honorary chairmanship of Thomas A.

Edison. °Iiany prominent physicits, physiologists, ophthalmologists, ,and

electrical engineers were represented on this'committee which tavestigSted

ti

the effects of improved factory lighting on production.

A series of pilot experiments were designed and carried out. Every-

thing went according to plan at first. .Uhen illumination was made stronger-

for a test group at the Hawthorhe Works of the Tlestern Electric Company,

production increased. The surprise came when illuMidation was lowered to

its original strength; instead of dropping,hacV prods ton continued to climb.

53*
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'hen two groups were used in the test and Only one' was given the benefit

of increased illumination, production, in both groups continued to climb.

A similar increase was observed in a relay aissembly group when rest pauses

were `introduced 'and later removed. Control groups which experience no

Changes in hours of work, illumination or rest showed prOduction increases

also.

Production continued to climb despite adverse physical conditions. 4

Employees had developed a great deal of satisf§ction from being able to

communicate theTh..Ldeas to management in the coupe of the experiments.

They felt that they had a voice in decisions concerning; themselves.i.
4

Discovery- of the ),nt <*i7ance of the human' element in productivity led
,

to the creation of a new fie d of psychological research called organization-

L

psychology.

1

,MOTIVATION TO WORK AND T}U EFFECT. ON PRODUCTIVITY

The "human relations" theorists orthe 19 30 ts assumed that happy workeirs

were more productive workers. This was disproved through research studies.

Since the 1930's, organizational psychblogists have conducted numerous

studies to determine what factors motivate people to work. Following ar,p

some conclusions concerning factors which affect motivation to work An the

private sector:

"There was no systematic relationship between productivity and s

morale variables as intrinsic job satisfaction, financial and lob status

satisfaction, and satisfaction with the company. "2

r
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'Productivity depends upOn.many PaCtors other than employee attitudes.*

A productive .lorker rfay indicate more dissatisfaction because

he is interested and involved.

Pro-ductivity of a work group may he influenced by how the nien ere feel

'about the group and the revel of group goals.

Dissatisfactioo with work as reflected in absenteeism and quitting
f.

also affeCts productivity.

RelAis Likert, director of the University of Nithigan Survey Researcq. '

Center proposes, that the *combination of high prodUctivity with low satisfac-.

Lion be difficult to maintain over a Long period of, time, because gle
4

combination may deteriorate the human resources of the organizatiOn.

.41.110

EFFECTS F DIFFERENT STYLES OF LEADERSHIP SUPERVISION ON PRODUCTIVITY
1.

''Tie effec ve foreman ('railroad, and insurance company study) was able

to differentiate hi role from the non-su ervisory employdt. Compared to

less successful superVis s ne spent more t nning, thevork, more time

performing highly skIlledtask
..

and more time i sctu supervision. Non-
4.

-punitive behavior was more Characteristic of foremen of high-producing

section than of low-producing sections. A concern with 1)Nalties rather

thip remedies, and with" the assignment of 'personal blame rather; than the_
.

discovery of causes for mistakes, apifeared tp dharadferize the law-producing

units.

"The most successful supervisors in,thie scholia are those who combine

4
'

employee - centered and production:centered qualities, working out their own
- . Ar . . ,

,
c

cr4ative way of synthesizing these two concerns. WeccAn also discover supier-
iL

visors, `interested'interested,in the employees and sensitive to their needs, but
.

o
..,4neglectful of even disinterepted in the produttion goals of the xganization. ,...)

,....
. , .'
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THE NE U WORK. FORCE

,

There is a possible connnection between the dharadteristics of the new

work farce and our, detlining rate of produccti4ity
,--- .:.

.. ,.

.

.'.

'People born after Utirld War Tf Appea'r to.raspon
IN, .

readily than to economic stress. "Evident in hinds
.

the United. States.
.

... ,

to' social stress more

ght as early as 1950,
.

.

this change was caused by affluence, by. political concern for human security

andlluman rights, and by increased communication, 7imaril.y television,

which directly or indirectly urges people to enjoy themselves and to lead

a better life.
,

William Classer claims that the foregoing influences have changed the

attitude of.our,new work force from a goal-oriented philosophy to one of

first rate determination then goal consideration. He states, "Less anxious

about fulfilling goals to obtain security within the per hierarchy,

, people today concern themselves morecand more with an independent role --

their identity "5

Glasser's contention is that our present work force is concerned with

involvement and cooperation. Their interest in role identity first and

goals sedbnd may account for less emphasis on .productivity.

UNIONS AND PROUUCTIYITY

AI Unions have'been opposed to productivity improvements which jeopardized

N4jobs 1.1. the private sector. They have been willing to accept- increases in

wages where productivty improvements have been ?Ade by machines and better

methods, which in most cases were due to management effortss: There is now

a trend -- in light of the declining raeof productivity in this country --

to examine productivity improvements more cooperatively.

":eit am McNamara, director, Distttct 32 of the United Steel Workers

of America, in a speech at the University of WisconSin on N veMber 19,-1975,
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made thes.e remarks: "I intend to discuss productivity this moil-ring in its

-relation to collective bargaining and to draw on the joint experiences of

the union and management in the steel- indus' try as they seek new solutions to-
,

common problems. Problems which either directly or indirectly, affect pro-
,

ductivity' and which, if not resolved, could have an advers.e impact on profits,

job opportunities and wages in many segments of the ,industry.

I also want to briefly discuss With yoti the steel industry -- steel

corkers union joint productivity program, the first formal attempt by labor

And management to cooperate together to improve productivity on an industry-

wide

"Nay say, in conclusion, that in my career- as a union officer, one

which span the entire growth of industrial unionism in the United States,

I have 'lit essed tremendous improvements in labor-management relations. As

I look at e problems we face as the leading. industrial nation in this st-

troubled world, problems most of which have an economic origin, it is my

conviction that we must move further and faster down the road to mutual,

cooperation if we are to survive as a free industrial society in the years

tecent development in Wisconsin is a contract in thich employees

stv

;hare in the savings developed to improve productivity. The following

excerpt' from the contract indicates the amount of savings to be shared.

"It the BLS Consumer Price Index-National Series_ (1967 =:190) increases

. less than S% for the base periods described below, employees shall receive

2.5' of the savings for wage increases, built into the base wage rate. If

the BLS CPI increases 8% or more, 50% of the Savings will be set aside for

wage increases.. No more than a sum equal to a 3% wage increase may be

0

"Intilt into the base salary duting any six (6) month pericid.. However,

eiployeesha/1 be entitled to all increase; S13 a result of all-- designated
ss%

Savings."

t

4
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EXAMPLFS OF ACTIONS IN 'ME PRIVATE SECTOR TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
.

Productivity Program at General Electric Company

'Management Must Take Some of the Blame"

To get the opinions of management and front-line supervisors, three

simple questions were asked about the reasons fevr poor performance. (This

. is a ,corripos ite study o f mar-liners and foremen in many different plant s .)

Front-Line Supervisors,
Reason.* fo,r high -leve) Shop Supervisors,
Poor Productivity Managers General Forepien, etc.

Worker 'io ivat ion 1 3

Supervisory Approach 2 2

Interferences,- 3 1

Managers believed the worker at fault for not being more
productive. . . he lacked motivation. They agreed that the
Supervisory Approach, i.e. better= trained formen in managerial
techniques . and human relations, was important. .Interference
was the leiSt important cause for low productivity in the
eyes of the tanagers. Th.e front-,line supervisors, closest to
the action, had exa?t,ty the opposite view of the problem.
libtivation was least l'irprrtant in their eyes and Interference
the most important. They shared. with managers a need for a

.----trained Supervisory Approach.
\ (- -

Further investigations proved the front-line supervisors right and

the managers wrong. A week-long study of the reasons for idleness in a
. ,

shop producing electro\ical equipment showed:

Reason for Idleness Hours lost _

Equivalent in
Number of Workers

Disruption of Material Fl w 335 8 1/2

Tool and Equipme"ht-Problem\ 275 7

quality Problems 80 2

Information Lacking 18 1/2fleeded

If you estimate the worker's hourly rate of $20.00 (lalior and burden), that's

almost 710,000 per year clown the drain."
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Ille'Ve gone to 'team assembly. TcYied individual assembly but operators

didn't like 'it. Finally concluded that operators didn't like to work alone,

they like: to socialize. We now-have circular assembly tables. . . takes more

space, ,:hick we have. . . 'six people are at a table with the last person doing

t:ie testing. IT the assembly is faulty it's sent through again and each

person decks his.work. At first many assemblies gent through again for

corrective action and the Workers complained because they !lad tO,check their

:ork only to find the eror was someone else's. Today no one wants to appear

as 'a-,.ppy worker and be responsible for sending the assembly through again.

Our quality is almost perfect. We°re sold on this, team activity and are in-

stalling it on other non-assembly operations. "7

PRODUCTIVITY PROGRAM AT HONEYWELL INC.

THE
SUPERVISOR

ISTHE
r.

KEY

. A GINE

,TO PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT

,

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
... What Can l Do?

Asa supervisor you hold the key to.
improved productivity. How will you
manage your human resources, your capital
resources, and the technology you have to
work with determines your productivity
contribution to the organization.

Increased productivity and increased
production are not the same thing. Increased
production is sometimes obtained ineffi-
ciehtly. Increased productivity means more
output for. every unit of input. It is an
organized approach to getting the best
returrt on your investment in people.
materials, equipment; and purchased
services.

What can you as a supervisor do about
improving productivity??? -

On the following pages ere 10 key.
points to get you started.

a



DEFINE PRODUCTIVITY (N
YOUR OWN AREA

OUTPUT 'Productivity is
INPUT v.

It ii a' measure of the efficiency
with which you use your resources. to
generate output.

What are your productivity

OUTPUT

INPUT

.401,
10...;.e.s.

2

PLAN FOR IMPROVEMENT

1. Clarify Goals

2. Estimate Resources

3. Devise Possible Paths

4. Predict Problems

5. Select Best Path

6.4 Build Total Plan

7. implement Productivity
improvements

8. Monitor Progress

9. Critique and Follow-up

MAKE IT HAPPEN!!!

1,1

SET GOAD
Once you baye decided upon theOUTPUT

INPUT ratios which,best fit your'wOrk,
se; improvement targets for the nextweek. month, or year.

2
UP 10% BY
YEAR-END

EARNED HOURS
REJECT HOURS

WIOGITS
Op? ASSEMBLER

ERSON

Ewo

3

USE THE TOOLS YOU HAVE

Effective Sup ervision

Automation

Work Simplification

Work'Measurement
Job Enlargement

I Job Redesign

Systems Analysis

Standardization
Training

: Upgrading

Selection Systems
Incentives

C.
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ACCEPT THE COMMUNICATIONS
CHALLENGE

I. The Problem:
Every organization ought to
become mcfte productive get
out more and better work at the
lowest possible cost.

IL Today's Sofution:
Shoot for employee cooper-
ation, participation, and aware-
ness that productivity is
important and they can help
raise it.

I 1. Techniques:
A. Appeal to individual's pride in

his own work.
B. Use small group meetings to

instill a feeling of teamwork and
mutual responsibility.

C. Improve written communica---
tions: Quality and frequency.

D. Reward good producers'.
E. Ctrrnmunicatt more about

"Why" things are done.
F. Conduct skills training.
G. Start Suggestion Campaigns:

1. Impriaved methods
2. Safety suggestions
3. Productivity ideas.

10

TAKE A LOOK AT JOB DESIGN

Design jobs so that people hive:

° More control over their work

More "ownership" over jobs

More responsibility and risktaking

More of an effect on the outcome of
their-projects

More complete and total jobs

.... the payoff is PRODuCTIVITYIII

H. .GiVe progress "Feedback."
. 1. Set up speciallieining claws.

IV. What to Watch Out For:
A. Employees may resent emphasis

on productivity without tie-in to.
self interest.

Some communications backfire
because they are just plain silly.
Best insurance: Have several
staffers critically review what
you plan to write or say.

C. Use.discretion during periods of
layoff -or reduction, in --force.;
Timing can make the difference.

O. Increasing productivity by cut-
ting down on employee benefits
will backfire.

E: When programs are applied only
in limited areas of the organiza-
tion, this may creata dilemma.

F. Communications alone can't do
;the job. Communication pro-
grams must coordinate _ with
other .tine and staff efforts to
change work habits and -attitudes
of not only the employees, but
managers and staffers too.

It

B.

I

11

IMPROVE SYST4-MS
-/j

A management system is effective tf
when the people influenced by it:

.44

Understand its purpose

Agree with its aims

,Know how to use it

Can influence its revision

deceive timely feedback from it.

OHEN PEOPLE FEEL -THEY
BELONG TO AN ORGANIZATION,
THEY TEND TO SUPPORT ITS
SYSTEMS.,

/
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The American Management Association trade a survey in 1974 to determine

the role of executives in productivity 4organizations in the private sector.

It is my opinion that the greatest improVements in effectivess in the educe-__

tional enterprise mill bg, made through improved administration. The summary.

. - % , --- ---
of t.he. findings 14hich follows, has implications for administrators in the

- educational enterpriSe.

- -ProduCtivity: getting work done;
-ExecutiVes: presidents, top -level managers , middle managers.

--Managers top -level managers, middle managers

/'

nen it is relevant to point out differences in the opinions
of presidents acid managers, this report will do so. Nowever,
for the most part the generic terns "executive" will be used
when referring to the survey respondents.

Some of the survey findings are:

--Executives feel that productivity 'problems occur most often
in nonmanagerial areas georganizations: production, clerical,
supervisory.

,

---Lowever, executives say that the two most critical causes of
I

,
such problems ;are lack of well - defined goals and objectives
and inadequate managerial leadership.

---:iinetY-six percent of the,survey' respondents believe that
improved productivity ,in all personnel areas would help
accomplish organizational goals. such as improvement in
profit, return on investment, product quality, or ability
to attract capital.

--Sixty-three percent of the respondents say that executive
'productivity is a 'serious concer -in the operation of
bUSiness and industry today.

--Execu tives say that executive productivity, is being hampered
by inadequate, 'ineffeCtiVe in-house, malidgement development

programs; different work attitudes .and values of younger
managers;. time required to deal with "consumer groups, govern-
ment .regulafions, and the -like. - 4

-

--Managers and Presidents differ sharply in their opinions on
/the degree to which "office politics" and."red tape" adversely
affect executive pr6ductivity. Twenty-four percent of presidents
and 44 Z of managers ,say that office politics are etrimental
to executive prOductivity; 18% of president's and 40% of all
managers call excessive orinizntional red tape a frtor
ipinificantly affecting 'executive productivity. '

. /
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--Only 3& of the survey respondents work in organizations that
have made some "special effort" to evaluate executive pro-
ductivity in the last three years.

--Over half of the managers and one-third. of the presidents claim
that.middle management malaise" is adversely affecting managerial
performance.

--Presidents and managers feel that security items such ashigher
salaries, better benefits, and better working conditions are
not likely to improve the quality of :managerial performance.

Presidents and managers giVe almost five times as much weight
to the following low-security, high responsibility factorsf,

\More meaningful and challenging managerial work. ,

.lore effective management control method.% in the areas of
budgeting, personnel relations, information Pilau, and the like.

: :otter manageMent-education programs to improve managerial
competence. . ,

Financial incentive programs for man agers at all levels.
Greater dissemination down the line of information pertaining

to executive-level decisions and the reasons for them.
Increased organizational decentralization wherever 'possible

so as to delegate more responsibility and authority down
the line.

_

i;etter approaches to managerial performance appraisal.

- -

Several of the' implications suggested by the Survey results are:

--Corporate and departmental goalsand objectives must be more
clearly defined and, understood.

--Goal setting should be "interactive;" management at all levels
of the corporate structure should he involved in the process.

---jonmanagerial productivity cannot .be divorced from the

productivity of the managerial sector.

--Executive productivity will not improve unless axed until
executives at all' levels have the opportunity to grow,4nd
flourish in their work-situations. -

4

`- management training and development programs must be improved;
some of the pr,egrams in operation now are actively harmfUl to

° productiviej, 7ss,

--Presidents and managers differ somewhat in how they see the.

problems, of executive productivity. Improved intracompany
communications are required to minimize the detrimental
effets of this difference.

It,is,clear from the survey results that executives are ready
to initiate action and to make commitments toward improving their

own productivity. The answers to what .to do and ,how to do it, are

emerging. -EXecutives.say that gre4ten. responsibility acquired
.thrOugh interactive goal setting aruf greater authority established
through improved communications would make a sound beginning;

,59
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But it is-also clear that improved
executive productivity willbe proportionate to:

--the extent to whidrindividual American companies become morecommitted to imprOTed exectuve productivity within their ownorganization's ranks;

--the extent to which management trailing personnel .end'
management educatUrs examine and/or alter their methodsand assumptions; and

--the extent to which individual executives improve theirown capacity to do their work.

A return to less productivity is no longer.a live possibility.Improved capacity to accomplish work-2-with individual self-respect intact--is required of all workers today. It is es-pecially requirdd of the executive. It will not he easy'tomeasure or to accomplish
an improvement in executive produc-tivity. T;ut the task must he -done, and it must begin now.8

THE ROLE OF RESEARCH' IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND IT'S EFFECT ONTRODUCTIVITY

lesearch andlievelopment in the private sector includes both invention
and innovation. Irpention is interpreted to occur when something new, is

conceived. Innovation is described as the process by which an idea or

invention is translated into the economy. There is a !;igthficant relation-
%. -

,ship between innovation and economic progress:10

eport by the U.S. Department of Commerce in Januaily of 1967 Or
/

. ,

: Technot6 cal Innovations Its Environmereand Management ", ,they cited

a study O the Grpss'National Product during 1947-1965. The GNP almost -

r-
doubled tJhile the work forge' only grew by thirty percent and the average

/hour
,------

s worked remained constant.
Although there is no statistical evidence

to indicate how rich of the south in GNP was attributable to technological

-innovation, they aril confident it played a major role.

following chart taken from the report is an illustration of three

Industries which accounted for more than A3
billion in'growth_of ake am,

during the period of the study.
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF ONLY THREE
TECHNOLOGICAL INDUSTRIES OUT OF MANY "

In 1945, the TELEVISION, JET TRAVEL, and DIGITAL COMPUTER
industries were'commerciaily nonexistent '

leot

In 1965, these industries contributed more than $ 13 BILLION
to our GNP and an estimated 900,000 jobs.. . and
very important, effected- the QUALITY of our lives.

A current study by Professor Paul Grogan of the University of Wisconsin-

Extension, Engineering Department on expenditures by industries for*Research

and Develop Ment shows the following facts.

TYPE OF INDUSTI1

. Extractive indus try:

coal mining; quarrying;
minerals, petroleum and
gas exploration and
production; etc.

LEVEL OF R & D
EXPENDITURE

LEVEL OF R&D EXPENDITURE
AS OF GROSS COST
OF TOTAL OPERATION

Average of 9 firms

$1,471,000

II. Durable 'goods mfg.: Average of 9. firms,
machine tools; tools . $1,Q00,000
and machinery; inclping

(electrical; automoblles
and related products;
power and motive apparatus

III. Consumer .goods, eNclu- Average of 10 firms
s ive 'o f 'dittos : builders' $3,700,000
supply; appliances;
furniture; food; c
printing; publis

othing;

4k

IV. "high technolo
r

Average of 4 firms
industry; elec onics; $750,000
computers ; communications;
advanced aerospace & defense
components, iltc. 66
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V. Chemical industry:
- Average of 15 firms

refining; feedstocks; $6,306,666
fibers ; plas tics ;

synthetics; pulp- and
paper mfg.: etc.

°

POTaITIAL AREAS OF APPLICATION TO THE EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE'

The first consideration for applying successful techniques and methods. to

the educational enterprise is to examine the distinctions between the missions,

goals and objectives of education and .industry. This paper will not belabor the

obvious differences. The similarities seem to be that 4inciustrial and educational

units are comprised of small and. large organizations trying to accomplish results

through people. Both have procedures, paperwork, data processing/Operations,

tots of materials and salaries of personnel. Although it is more 'difficult to

measure the output of a leacher than that of, a secretary or production worker4

there are standards of performance, ratios of students to teachers, student

!:nowledge tests and other forms of measurement which can be'used to establish

Efect ivenes' s

The first recommendation is to eliminate the term productivity and replace
`..

- it with the term 'effectiventss imjrovement. A proposed definition or Organiza-

tional effeqtiveness, by Georgopoulos and Arnold Tannenbaum May be more appro-.

priate than-the input- output' approach They suggest defining organizational

effectiveness as: "the extent to which an organization as a social-system!
-

certain resources and Means, fulfills its ecti,iithout incapacitating

its means and resources,, and without- placing undue strain upon its members."9

Improvement usually requiregigOange./
resist changes. Mogensen claims 'that pebpl

resist someone else trying to change them.

We customarily believe that people

e tic; not resist. change but, rather
0

His, approach to managing imp1ovement

is to involve the ,people wheean develop the improvement0:.. If .improvementsciare
..- / Alt

. 1
to be made inN,...ichoc4 system, it will require cooperation from all personnel.

,..
There are functions in every system that.have never been exposed to a methodfcal ..

.

0
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study, one that examines,- every 'O.peration and the perfopance of the personnel in N

those 'operations.

How to start:-

Someone, should he designated:to coordinate the effort, not someone 'Mks can )

be spared,; but,ra.ther a person whose effectiveness is respected. Second,
, -

priorities for studies should, be based on an economic analylois of the high4
cost areas in the system. 'clormally salaries will account for 80% to 90%

.

total_ operation cost. Priorities should be established and personnel- sho

he trained' in techniqueS such as work' simplification and value analy

rotential areas' for imptovement, in addition to high costs, aVe situations
'

ke gtin 1:,s which do'nsurae large amoun bperations.'which appear to

produce lot's of waste, systeMs which have b ecks . Addit ional check lists,

are provided later. Finally, provision should be made for feedback to personnel

on action taken to Implement suggestions for improvement. Recog nition for

outstanding improvements which -are implemented is another essential-factor, in
,s

successful programs in the private sector.

TNE ROLE OF THE T-IISCONSIN EIAJCATIOTT.ASSOCIATION IN EFFECTIVENESS' IMPROVEMEsaT

ti

It will not be pcAsible to make noticeable improvement's in effectiveness

in 'lisconsin school districts without cooperation from- the W.E.A. ExpekienceIr

in the private sector has shalt: that management and organized personnel must

work together to improve effectiveness. Since effectiveness is relate-do

attitude, it may require a chkange in attitude concerning unnecessary positions. .

Also, equipment and supply curtailment will have to be reckoned with in the-
coming years to meet unit cost controls essential 'to satisfy taxpayerp.

111E ROLE OF STUDENTS III EFFECTIVENESS I NtMPROVEME .

.

Effectiveness improvement requires die participation of everyone in an
4

organization. Students can help cut cos ts in the following' ways

A

r s



Mt

t-Reduce Vandal ism.

4

4,-,i,

-. 2 . As sit t maintenanceoltaff. ...,
1

/ 3. Superior studenti coach'sbelow-average students.

4., Conduct studies of opeations (high school level). such as-.,
cafeteLa, preventive maintenance, paperwork, procedures,

data processing. cc,41

5:- Evaluation teams work olt problems of high costs with facultya

°guidancd.
.

, *A successful techilque-used in tile private sector for `reducing paperwork
g

rs a concept developed in the 1930's by Allan Mopensen. It consists of a ,.

\I4vEr=step pattern used in'manypr6141em-solving systetta. It.employs some''.:,.....,
k-tools for analyzing present paperwork Tfrocedures, for*, and systems tb

. .

& . \ \ .--',
,eliminate 'duplication and unnecessary paperwk; Thg five-zstep pattern for'.:. , .

i , .-, \ ,.:-mpro-$4.w-rin i s:,
IP

: - . 1 Select a job to improve. *I
t,.

va ' ".11 2. ,Get the information about the job.
';:t, 4 .

c
1 a

I - i
.. e ',)evelop lternatives for making the job easier.4 - j-4

6.
".

'4.,4 Serect- the hest alternative.
, .

v, .

5. Insta 1 the improvement:-

Specific tools -which are applicable in,,the educational environment are
, v

, the flow process chart; (figures 2 and',3),_ and the prOedure chart and flow
a.

., - .
diagram.,(Figure 4) ., The flow process °chart can be fsed to analyze the steps

4 0 ' Y c . ,
.required to process forts or for operations' such ,as the fockl service or ,,, -, k

. . el ,

.
\ .

... janitorial services. It will present a breakdow. operationhieh makei ..
0

.9 . :. ,
. 0 .

,,4.unnecessary steps conspicuous.' Frequently in business, use of a ,f1..-o(ca chart*
,

}l as eliminated .fOrrns and operations4mpletely. A4common slogan in busines
4 ' .. . ..

.
1 .

. k
. ,....k

1

ts ' I f youllave been doing it the present way for five "then_ is a bette.,-'
sway' to do it." The, underl xing phi

4

ophy Is, "work smarter, it's easier.,"

, a
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The. paperwork .systems chart (Figure 4) illustrates steps performed, to -pro-
cess .various forms in the system'. Frequently an analysis can 'eliminate formS,

4g tepsand sometimes the procedure itself. Paperwork normally increases In an
organization. An examination of all the forms used by an organization can reveal
duplication. r

Since school systems have eurchasing departments, maintenance.
departments and business offices performing ftinctions

thosein the private- sector, I knOw these techniques .'.n be
v.os

;tents by the em lo ee in those areas because of persbn.l

Coors Porcelain D,.vis n, John e and many other firms.

164

O

asare identical to

used to make improve

erience in Honeywell,

<3

n
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WORK, SIMPLIFIrATION CONFERENCES
LAKE PLACID. N. Y.

FLOW PROCESS CHART
SUMMARY

O ortovinems
TRANSPORTATIONS

msrcrioNs
_D onms " 5

stoRActs

PNEStNT
NO. TIME

/5"2
2

"P40103I0
NO. TIME

01//11/11D4CC

NO. .116/t

.:(114,414.1) 600 rr.

. DETAILS OF, .(=,"
desk. dq.wer

n.

4, Figure 2

NO.: '1
PAGE -^f;*

JOB Fill Out and Approve Foem X

MAN OR 13eMATERIAL Forfn X
CHART BEGINS In A's desk drawer
CHART ENOS In ik's out knit
CHARTED BY AT4 Net OATS

METHCD jr.$7:-/0y../ Si? 47 1

No definite
location00

NOTES

15C7Removed and placed on desk

S. Filled out OP DC7

Placed in OUT hox ODC7
6

Waits

7

Picked up by messenger

To B's office

$ Placed in IN box

i0

Waits

PiCked up by B
11
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" Signed
13 placed in ogr: box

"

" Picked up by messenger.
16 Back to A.
17 Placed in IN box-

Wait s

Picked up by A

20 Read

0DV
0 DV
0 DV

000 V

Disorderly desk.

OrigirlA tc S.ebpies

Lon.g. reach
For messenger

'pick tpa

Difficult grasp

Delay in rest room

0 DV
CO DV

0 DV

000'cil
DC7

0 ODVA0
Do

000fr7
OpS7

,

00 DV
21 OD DVPaper clips removed . ..

22
Carboni and copies separated C>D.C.7

23 Reassembled C>DV
24 Placed in OUT box C> Eng
15 ur...: a. Or)bV

.1

Dif ficultv-asp

Long reach

For_pick up

Difficult grasp I"

Location or
bo--b*ct

It)

For messenger
nick uts
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12

13

14

23
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1
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21

22
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WORK SiMPLIMATION CONFERENCES
LAKE PLACID. N. Y.

-FLOW PROCESS CHART'
SUMMARY

ligure 3 .

NO. 3
rAGE_Los

' PDESENT PDOPOSIO OIllEDIPICE JOB Fill Out and Approve Form X
HO. TIME HO. TIME HO. EWE

0 oryunoss 15 ,.4 1/ 0 MAN OR 2/MATERIAL Form X0 TSLADISPO1ETATIONS 2 0 2 CHART BEGINS - In As` desk drawern otsrecisoms 2 0
CH ENDS In Ass out FOx

0 124CAT .5, NIT
CHARTED BY ARM DATE 4115/53V stonvas P / i; /

DISTANCE TRAVELED.
.
COO 4-r. O rT. 60O R. ?CHUN WM

DETAILS OF .re#4.,,,oposto ) METHOD NOTES/077.:77.-s:/.17,..)....0-

In A's desk drawer Oc>OD . .

Rernolk..d andplaced on desk 0111 DV

V
ttO OV

, , ,

Filled out and Signed Original & 4 copies

Carbons and conies separated

Placed in OUT box 0 111DV
,-

Waits C OO 7
OOLC4DV

000 DV
WEI DV

c>1:107.7

000DV
000DV
000 D7
000 DV
000DV
000DV
000DV
000 D1
04Q DV
000 DV
0#DV,

000DV
000DV

. .

-....
.

,

4
,..

',.

.

.

i .

.
, . .

r .

..

..
.

. -

. ,

. O4OD0

s ,
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Figure c

PROCEDURE_ FLOW CHART

For drawing a picture of the flow of pperviork in a record system.
4

Oerr
COPY

.

C1.12T
coPY

.1

Pm. TO.
-copy

con,

OA'S, av,,,
Ter rs.cc

hrtigo
Ow-sari

C**11.4
/v*Nrela "PIRA";rase. try

StAkt*MED

Acts,-****.sr

**-
(1

H Vd

CuPPIA
Totitaf

-- PRESENT SYSTEM?
Fitt -0 uT *P PROVE ,Atife.14x"

// it /S4
9 ay AA. POSITIVE

faimr.11;
See*

..

It is app le when every document in a 'paperwork system is to be depicted,.
,

graphic ly in-such a way as to show the step -by -step handling of each docu-

ment a d the relationship
between all documents in the system.

S
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Another technique which is' used successfully in the priVate sector' to

develop improvements is value, analysis. This concept vas developed in- th4
,

)urchasing department in the, General Electric Canpany in 1147. The key

,tlement in the_approach is to identify the basic function of a service or
-

product and then, through creative-thinking techniques by 'a team, to develOp

more economical ways, to provide the function(s) without sacrificing quality.

his 'approa.th can be used in theraucational enterpriSe. to examine services;

courses; positions, and equipment, particularly in new building cdnstruction,

to determine their value: or worth in accomplishing objectives.

Industry ,usually finds through analysis that b,ighty or ninety per cent

of 'its costs are incurred in employee payroll. Naturally the elimination of

unnecessary positions is the most effe4tivewaY to reduce costs. lionprpductive

positions and overhead at the primary targets in thd private .sector.
7

45,ft$Although there is a surplus of'teachers in certain fields at the present,

it may bef essential to eliminate anriecessary positions. Retraining some teachers

I

for needed positions in special education may he a solution to positions eliminated

40'

in elementary eduCation and other. areas where -there appears to be a surplus of

talent.

TIME MA1!AGFIIENT AND PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

getter time utilization by all professional personnel', is an area recommended

for cons iderat ion.

Educators may be helped by the following ideas and chec% lists which haye

led to managerial improvement in the. private sfttor. 1--

The following daily plan (Figure 5) ?helps to determine prioritie. First,

things that Zlavot, to be dhne are listed on, 61e, sheet. Priorities are then assigned,
1%

with a specific time allocation for each task. The evalpuation column tips

determine progress toward accOmplishments.

6q
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Figure 5,

A plan for "making it happen"

IA =,11rOnt (probably involves others -- include items for immediate
delegation)

1B r. Urgent must be done today

2A = Delegation in general

2B = "Touch base" on former delegation

:5 = Planning

4, i= Can wait

- NO.
.

PRIORITY
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.
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. TIME
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.
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.
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CONCLUSION

Improving the effectiveness of any organization ,requires cooperative effort

by all personnel. Since improvement requires change, -it also inv6lves changing
.

attitudes. Experience in education shows that this arga takes the greatest time.

)5171.ously an organization cannot be turned around overnight since the people

in the organization must cause it to happen. 'Although it takes. time to achieve

maximum efficiency, this must not be used as an excuse to defer starting. The

:;tart-up, objectives, plans and future action steps should be developedZrith

utmost care. It is more, difficult, and time 'consuming to correct a, "planned

failure.' than to proceed cautiously in' the right direction. Interest will grow.

as improvements become apparent.

Tt is a.mistake to assume that improvement will happen by -itself because

of the nature of the professional staff. Serendipity is not good planning.

Successful administrators make things happen:

There are risks in.any effort of this magnitude but the rewards from

impro.tred effectiveness should justify the risks.

O
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Co vernmeint leaders and ci citizens have, /7
n recent years, increased the

call for greater productivity, in all phases of the public sector. Increasing

infla ionary pressures on gbvernmental expenditures and services along with

the con omitaut limitations on human and financial 'resources threaten to

P

jeopardi e both the quantity on% quality of theSe governmental services. High

unemploYm nt rates have resulted in severely reduced revenues for government

at t e- sane time, dem'ands for many types of governmental services have

increased at an almost unprecedented rate. The public sector, caught in the
op ,

vicious cycle 'of decreased revenue ancincreqed demands ,for service, has in

many eases been forced to implement selective and across- the -board budget cuts

and o ther a us te Ity measures.

All (EOf this as contri ted to the popular notion that 61a public sectop..

must get "mo re 4ai , for the k". Somehow governmental agencies and employees

must proyide more s rvices with fewer human, financial and material resources.

The underlying assum t that government is inefficient and that public

servants, whether the be d ers, legislators. or "bureaucrats" are' lazy and

'are cheating the taxpa er.

The popularized notion a sumptions of productivity and the ne d for
II 4

r
_ \ or

its increase art overly-impli
t1

....., d, indeed, may be incorrect. Howevei,, the

, -

basic facts still remain,. and serious tempts to identify means for increasing
.

. # .
. .

public sector productivity must be explore..
.

The public is likely td increase its demands t at tax,resources be spent

ciently. Legislative and executive branches are likely to respond'

to public pressures by exerting more and more influence over decision - making

functions formerly considered;the province of the bureaucrats.
1
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The remaining portions of this paper will. deal with some of the problems

associated with identifying and theasuringroauctivity in state and, local

educational agencies. It is expected that the comments co tained herein will

result in more questions than answers. However-On by raising the issues,

'can a rational, reasoned and systematic approach o productivity in that part

of the public sector which is responsible for ed cation he developed..

Productivity has been defined in numerous wa

statements such-as to get more bang for the buck'' to

ranging fro in simple

mplex economic models.

Ross and Burkhead have indicated that there is' much con sion ab

meaning of productivity.

Altilleugh the concept itself is simple enough, its use by
popular press, /labor unions, and politicians has elevated ctivity
to the point\that it has now become one of those sacred economic goals
for the nation to strive for, and which under no circumstances s o d
be questiOned. The result is a treat del of popular cones- n con-
cerning exactly what productivity means.

L. The confusion is ther confounded by the inability to directly transfer

t the

productivity measures Wom the private sector to the public sector. There is,

theref e; no commonly accepted definition for productivity or for me

of productivity in the public sector.

Ross and Burkhead3 have defined prd4ductivity as a measure of efficiency
4

usually expressed as the ratio of the quantity of output to the quantity of input

used in. productibn pf that output. They further indicate that productivity

measures refer td the riap.ationship between inputs and final outputs. This

definition distinguishes productivity measures from measurement of efficiency,

effectiveness and work activities.4

The present paper recognizes,' along with Ross and Busrkhead that within

the public sector, ik is extremely difficult to measure final outputs. Much ,

60
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4

of 4e work of the public sector is service oriented and 'aimed toward the
rovement` of the genera/1 well-being of the citizenry. Thus, a goal of a=

State Highway Department may,. be to improve_the capability of Citizens to
move ipidly, safely and economically thoughout the state. The number Of,

miles of highway constructed could be measured. However, the measure would

be just that (4i miles of highway constructed), and dcies not really measure.
the over all improvement in: the state's transportation system, as it affects
the general well-being of the citizenry.

a
Likewise, in a' state education agency, measuring he incr ase in the

number of program/evaluation reports does not provide a exp cif measure of
-.. the primary, agency goal, that .is, to improve the lea g of children,- youth

/and adults.
O

Thus, measurement of productivity in a public agency such as a seate or
local education agency \ is severely hindered by two factors: (1) difficulty in
clearly defining the final outputs of public services'which by their very

G.

s. ,nature are perishable and leave no physically measurable unit and (2) difficulty
in selecting suitable proxies as-estimates of the output.,

The24,19 ng torments will suggest that state and local education agencies
---- .need to address both of these difficult aspects of the problem. It mill also fl

be 'Sugge_s_ted thW, at least initially, such agencies probablxteed to b suggeste
1,--,-----*-- . -

.

tnat, at leas initially ,, such agencies probably
'

rieasuring,, the impact of their actions rather than'productivity, per se. This

wiI1 require (1') clear identification and,,selection and prioritiz&tion of goals
,-, -(..;; . i

...
I

.and o jectives; (2) identification of capprOpriate audiences or recipients of

to be more concerned with

ser ices; (3) explication of desiredimpacts of service; and (4) de ment of

and adequate inforTation base for determining whether te desired impacts are
being achieved.

:,
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As these issues are addressed by agency management, they must also keep
in mind the limitations of resources and the over-all impact on employee° morale,-

motivation and self worth. These repreSent realistic constraints onthe develop-
ment of an systems oriented plan. That is, the plan should be meaningful and
useful to the who are charged with its implementation.

Goals and Objectives

Religion, morality and knowledge being necessary to good
government and the, happiness of mankind, schools and tilemeansof education shall `forever be encouraged.: The leM.slaturemaintain and support` a system of free public eleteotarY and :secondary ,schools= as defined by law. Evety school district shall provide forthe education of its pupils withqut discrimination avo religion,creed, race, color or national origin.

Virtually every state constitution contains a broad. 'mission statement"
regarding education as is quoted above. The ultimate .;oal of those responsible

e
4for education is, thus, clearly one of improving the general well-being of the

4

state's citizenry. The output desi4d 'is an ''educated'' 'or "better educated"
citizenry. Such a timeless philosophical statement d its associated outputs

-can be directly measured. Thus, additio gal- and objectives must be established.
The most serious difficulty faced cation agencies in determining the

. .

impact or consequences of .their actions s the lack of a clearly defined and
_-..-Lrri-oritized set, of goals and objectives.

Establishing goals and objectives is to some extent a political procesS,:-",-*

"forging a consensus among the conflicting values of legitimatesolicy makers and
-thdir cOnstituents". 6

This goal- setting process reselcs in,a myriad of spopsible
goals (whether or not they are forrnally'stated) to be addtessed. The question

.4which must then be addressed is "Given limited resources, which goalS and

objectives-can realistically be addressed?'" What are realiStic attainment tar-
7tar This requires a priority setting of goals and objectives which' have. /
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,

:...

o

.: '-4, . ,.attainable results given* practical: , .

ox deterring unattainakle or less relevant
..-
, ...,

resources may be morelsrecisely focused
4 .. r

This d-s
1

- the f irsst step toward itirp roving -that elus ive genie',,.-. .

resource considerations.

goals 'and .o)).ject iyes`

By eliminatiig

and avaq,a4 le'

the delivery. °of.

;111e Audienot,'
.0

priority services.
- .

productivity.
..

.% If as A vast majority of prOfess;ton ,eraployedi in state education
. .agencies would instiaat 'that the primary recipients of their services are, .

i - .
students n`' the puhl.ic schools ." From.a purely philosophical,' of .vi.4iii:

,

, . i . _, , . ., ,d,
. ,

th is -
is t ru e, . an d p tate educ a tion agen cy pets onnel should` cons a ntl.,y ask,

. ..., 64

However,
4 .it . r...lipw ar Ty attiviires likeljr to impact on children and. youth?",...

, .. . . , -. ..,,.../. 'from a practical point of vied, the school students kr,e seldom the....dir,ect r4-
,.. " . . ..- . ., , .. . . .

. ciplents oI services from' the state education agency. - Rader the fkritaary .
.., - .s - .. ,,. .. . . .

, .
.reciptants of services ate usually some iptgrmediary audience ( frepently b. ')` ..- .... ... . .

4"4

1

,

lo cal 13 choolsdistrict: o fficials)%., :rats - confusion between the ultimate_ re -._,,,. .
,,,... ,. 0 f '' . ...

) A
-.4.ci,p4ients- (tbe student:64-14nd the a.t.:.tual or intermediary recipients Lf service

0 ,

1 ea44 to a cokfias ion In measuring the `impact "of serviCes, :SEA. staff may .

zit temp t to measure the do:rrsequences of their, service' by measuring changes

in
,

behavior of students Tilien;, in fact, tia'a .impact.-shotrld he measured in termsM.
'

of the- behavior of the. intermediary recipients
0.4

For example, state evaluation 'staff al'e reslionaible for proving
.

eA'.. -.

riation fpr use 'in making educational; program decisions. 'Philosophically speaking,
IA V

this information should resulCin improved educational programs whie.h 'enable.
4

. . -. 1
s

,irapiove4s tudent learning and, performance. the direct Impact of tile? .# .
' , .

-.#-s .. .
.ervice' is, not upons tutlents but on stage level proprani decision-mak:ers. This4,..

. . ,inperapediary .Audience uses the' information' in providing service .to 'local progtam -. .

infer-

t.

`decision-makers sfl. in turn may have 4 direct or indirect (thtough the ctitsrerom

11.
S

r $.
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,

. .. teacher) impact on students. l'hus, .e..ach,roup in this chain needs to clearly. --. )
4 gt t - 4, ."" \ :.

\ .. t...'define its audience and att,-enipt tp ifieagnre- the impact .df\d-i7ct services.'
-014.,......,

'Only whqn 'the whole chain.:,Ats' completed action can the ultirne impact her , , , N ''' . =, 4 . . _ ' 4,

determined. tven then pr9xy neasurts often must be used- (i.e., test-scores,
,

onlyecreased drfip-out rates., etC are only proxies actual improvement in ----
..,leardi a'nil perforinance of Student's) i .

. . , ---,- ,-. , .
--_,.

. , .The Impact '
....

-* ....- ,
. :

,:,
..:,,,

.--- .Once _goals and objec yes hkre been identified and thel,appropriate-., -- .r'
auslience0) specified, service activities geed to be established-. ,These

.

. s

systeWfordeliverin7, services i 3y vary according to the oh tives and/Or

the audience -being served. For example,: in-service.raintng and cons -ion

-*7; mat be-used by SEA staff in delivering seliiices-;-co- local school district
personnel's while xlgcal district s taf f iJpu. '

., .devie various teaching strategies. ,.,- . ,,, ., .. ..
°to.'provide, instrtietion to sstudents.. ' I', ..-

.. -.-
o...Regardless, however, of_the delivery system used, it should be based on. t

the.
0 41needs' of the aadience wilica is to receive the s ce.' Iliadequate assess-: .

1- , , -,. it , , .. lib .In' entOf nteds is a ma:jor c use for so-called failure in ivory of services,.,,
',..,,,,,*°

. 4 .in education. ...,..,-.
. C. - - .. , ..1- '-e-'"

.
, ,,,. ,. . ....i. .; ...

:rhe delivery. sys tem also sh'oul'd bedevised , in ,a- manner .whieh is,
);
reakia t ic .. ..

.. '. ., : ,., **
. . '4,

%;ithin available resources constraints, For example, if 1,000 students in a.

. :..:. / .
..., ' .

.school district-are ins need of comii`ensatory,education bdt sufficientresources,. ,
-.6

are made available to' serve only x'500 students district staff - should not be, -t
_

c . r . Al'sere,stretch theresources to 'sere the entire population irr'neeer.
.. 1 , . .. ,

,, ,- .

, - Once the service delivetS!systems arc established, impact criteria, 'may
.
1) e devylolied. jn,many firogr4m bulgetini. sy'tems, 'thebe4,,inipact criteria are .

4.4

^tated,a`s.the ratio of tie quanti,ty of output to the quantity, of need. Specified-, .' . 6 6 .
t ion o f the output measu4e4p represents, a: meaurenient: problIm that iS beyond the.4-, . ,, .. ,. 1 , . ' . c.t . ' ' . .

scope of this' paper: ,Itowever, it. must he rg ognized that most output' meaAres .
. ,, ,.. ,''6

nF

4.
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7
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40 5,

in education- are really, proxies of., output. Further,
,

very d i ff-itu It 2to quantifY.
_-(In the previous, example, let US further asistmle

i

. ..dn..acceptable measure of output is a avnth, gain in achievement per month ii.1

thdy a;re frequently

that staff determine 'that

.
L

\the compensatory"educationmtrograms
I

as measured by a norm-
(ferenced

reading, -.0 _

\
hieveraent lest. "'The' impact laay then be measured numerically by dividing the

liPt4a . . 4--- number' qf, students achieving at this rat-e'by the number in need. If 300 students-

c,

achieved at the rate of a Mopth per month, the impact ratio. for the school dis-
, . ., ,

i .. /..-- ., 9: 'J-.

trict .7ourd be 300/1000 = .3. -9iewe.ver, since resources were made available to
-serve. only 500 Students, the impact ratio of
:could 1..>e 300/500 = . 0

A t

the. compensatory 'education staff
_ .

C Over a period-of 'tie; the. stool district can devise g 'hurter or -lays' to
inprove its imp,aCt ratios acrd, thus, 'in a sence divelop an irproved productivity.

-.so' . - 1. '1,..., ,
.: .0V.4

'-* s

The Information System '
0 1 0

a
3

If the ideas sqggested in this paper- are to be successfullyoiraplemented it
is" tessentigl that an adequate information systen be implemented so as to pro-\
vide . cision-makers

effo

4
:Iota are

at alf levels' sufficient 'data ,to monitor and avaLuate their

. -
needed to accurately establish,. goals land objectives, _to determine

0 \
(-nice, and to measute the outcomes,pf that service The inform-,

tile needs fqx s
.

lion system
'7+

providing

lad be developed, so Ehat,those personnel most closely involved
. ,

direct services will have quick' and efficient infottiaticin

:;a:fdln.g their effo'rts. ;Further, thosg individualskproviding the

gill have ried..,03-tThinSfig cl.eiailed information than those who provide

direct services

. ,
,,xtmpl.e, a classroom teadher filioul d have

gross (;'*f each pupil in the classroom.
4.

85
80
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..,

. ,- *
i

,-
normal test"teach-teat cycle of instruction could be recorded on a pupil :pro-

,gress profile i\Istrument. These data could then be aggregated at the building. .. -
or district' level for use of decision-makers outside-of the classroom..

.

ikeWise, state education agency staff should develop an information

3ysten1 which woul'd enable them to monitor and evablate-their -services.

The information system houl0 be designed_so that staff at each:level in.

the heirarchy will be able to determine whether the desired impacts are.being
. , v % .

achieved. Thus, a measureeqf quality control needs to be built.
. * , A*. .., ,

to assure that the output measures.are related to the impacts.
m '' '.. r

Summary g

into he system.

-
Improvement. of productivity in education is fraught with-many difficult

problehs Thii paper presents .some 'issues
.

that must.be addressed befo.re "prq-

ductivity" can be measured. Each of- the i sties\ raised, herein., contain numerous

possible pitfalls for which there aie, no e tions. Th , there are

undoubtedly more questions than answers im d in the contt ts,of th'e paper.
. . -

It is suggested that state f 10441' educ ion agerkies

measuring the a*ct of *their action rather thancorned with

per. se.

In ".the private secto

quantity of output -to, the

stare and dotal education

which would be defined as

.of need.

rie paper recognizes that thete is a

r productsiit is, u

a

\-\
sually deffn as

quantity of input. An'alternafive

agencies, navel that a measure if

the ratio of 'the tity f output

O.

ould be .con-

roductivity,

,.,

,ratio of the

is auggested for

impact 'be developed

to. the -quant4.ty°

.s..:'
;,, ,*

great deal of difficulty adevateli"

... e

measuring outputs in the public sector and paTtiedlarly,in education. IA Most* , - ' i
1 0o. "-tnstanc es i proxy measures will neect.,to . b e used How:ever, Vy,eniphasizing :the

rzK1
0. 4

improvement Of iMpact at each level in Ehc Quchional hierarchy, a,:iystera ..
....v . 40,
J
..- ,

-
0
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a

I
a

for oveall,improvement of, productivity can be established which is ,cognizant

of both the,difficulty in measuring Outputs and of the subtle mixture of

"'inputs" or human, natural, and financial resouttes that are involved in
-Argo

delivering services to children -and youth, based on identified needs.
,

/171:e isst4s '(!hich-must be addressed in implementing an "impact

improvement program'' seem to be: (L) identification and priOtitization of

4.

czoals:and objectives2) identificatiori of appropriate audience or'recipients
1r

of services 40 their needs:, (,3) explication Of desired impacts? and (4) develop-

ment of an information base for' monitoring,andevaluating the delivery of ,services.

A
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IMPLEMENTING A PRODUCTIVITY SYSTEM

AT THE

STATE EDUCATION AGENCY LEVEL

.

Prepar.ed by.

Jamqp. W. 'Colmey
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Implementing a productivity srsteM at the state,education level suggests

,
that a.productivity system does not presently exist. Of course, this is not

. true. State departments of education have produced outstanding edunational

achievements. Nevertheless, when compared to other productive enterprises,

state educgiion agencies"have historically emphasized regulatory, political, and

funding activities withouta sufficient emphasis upon producing the desired

results in meeting statewiae*educational objectives. this hasiobeen true, ,
4 . .

because states have traditionally delegated educational responsibilities to.
4

*
local educatiOri agencies.

. State education agengies are increasingly designing programs to meet .

unique state goals and are implementing them on a statewide basis. Obviously.

vaa§*the latter, purposes and intents impact on educational programs at the
. a #

local level,.a new concept ofa productivity system at the state education t-
.

..

level becomes essential.

Typesof SEA Productivity Systems
1

State education agencies are,organizing and developing programs-
-

increasingly recognize the d ifferende l;etween'the following tykes of state
,

education productivity systems,
°

(11 Distributing /Ailey for productivity in education to be defined
and implemehted,A the locar level within "state minimum standards"
regultled by the state edhcation agencyl'arid

,

.

(2) PromOting or installing state' educational programs designed to
inczease productivity'in education. .

.
,

.
,

. .

The first system pfovides a,meangfora state education agency. to'assist
.--

educAfonal productivity 1.11\thestate by increasing funds from, the state to

local educational agencies. This approach depends upon each local school

system to develop. test, install, and operate all InstrUctional'programs4

Since the introduction of this "stete:aie concept three\dacades ago,,state

educationlftencieS have succee'sfdlly pursued thi goa l and its related

fl ,
f

.1
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'minimum standards.' This Productivity system has successfully increased funds

for education and has changed the environment in which education takes place

(class 1.12P school size. bus size, window size. linear feet of blackboard, etc.).
. .

Unfortunately, the learning environment has sometimes been daMiged. ,Inept

finance formulas can 1) preserve bne room s pole and small school distrigts

2) establish and maintain inflexible and inappropriate facilities and instructional

materials- and 3) create and extend a variety of inequities.

The second system provides a means for a state education agency to assist
%

educational productivity through a new arrabgement of educational resources within
'

v the state that may-o may not require new funds. Since traditional staff organ'-
, .

. .0 , .
,

zations and management-skills are. not effective in, this newer productivity .

system, some states are*reorganizing and training staffs to meet changing

requirements.

Current SEA Produ6tivity System Requirements .

StSte education agencies in this.d6cade mu t be organized to plan, develop,

evaluate and promotespr install education -,Irrog arrumeet cost of five and

educationseLobleetlyes demanded by citizens through their elected representatives.

or to'be able to propose and obtain acceptance of alfernativevobjectives..
.

1 ,

o Suc,dZasfully.tested progratp.wiih polifical\support and adequite operational
$

.

funds must be available before iniqementing teams can effectively begin to
.

'

.

promote or install *state education programs. It is alsoessential. to have an ..

, .
. a

,_"1
.

. . . ,,- - 7: 0, a . . % .0 01

'accepted pigi-and:kresponiible timetable for fmpleme44tIgn. . .

, The state plan should be drawn up carefullymnd&explsined to.hlltnerso0%!:. t

,. . :, . .

. 'Pr.
,.. . -: ..

f 1,.....: .,' . .
.

directly or indirectly Involved. State. legislatures afproil.rieteds I
.v, 10 .., '

, , .
I ,

,e1-7* : -0* ~
, . ,*

. . . .

to develop ateaccIpcsble 046n of thiugype before operaf.fit61,04tare . . Y.
fr

1 k , - . . . . r _

this
,. - .

. -, , . . . f, `
.. e . , 1., 4f ,..

r:approptiated. Frequently, operationa4 funds are ppprdortAted-tp meet°a:specific,
0=

.

.
. r.x 4"

.; 1
a

# 1 . %

e ' .0 * i . 4 .

purpose (1.-mr:- a progtmen completely-nA(to the:state) without a responsible'siate_'
.. . . -

A. , t :4 I . . : . .
.

4 *-' . " c 1. ,. k

I(1' s'''' % ' ' ,
.

.-1' .',.
40. \ +1Ap., In these instaneds, faillres 'frequently o'ecur, seafe,denartment- per§ontel.:,. ",

- . V 11. , 0 A - ' i0

,,.
° . .: '2. ;

c
. '

.
:

.-- 1, ./ k
,

' '86i ' t I
. . . . A

,
. ' .9 1 ... . ,
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and local 'education personnel are crAtical of each other, a9d the legi'slas
denounce "educators as Incoutpetent.." As a result, children suffer.. .

Assuming that planning, development, and testing considerations are
adequately met, the state education, agency personnel can turn their attention
-to the f I ,

.

( Staffing fox implementation (centralized/decentralized: .:-

specialists /generalists;'-etc :)

'(b) Types of prothfcts to he implemented ,(major' /minor: -new/
11loak f c it ions .etc .)

In staffing fo
./'to consider th skills required by personqe1 wfio are to carry out,this function

NyiMplementation of statewide progiams. it is im ortant
..

4

directly. Implementation skills and program content skills are quite different:
Nthe

ost effective .implementors have th.. Usually, these are implementors who ,jam- 1---
/

e ,

aye been carefully trained in prOp,ram content and eacbing`skills
-

required. .t
.. .- Sometimes. a team of 'implementors arid tarogritra sp ialists e'en be used effectivly:

.

-
a

/
If the decision is made to uee program specialists.' they should,phase out t

,,, 4 .of k state-employment hen. thefreepecial function is complete: If a generalist.

s selecte d to carry out the'implementati on functi

important to_emphasize the-specific Minds of progr

40/

of a grogram, it is

m trainin tfrat are required
before the person can efftively carry out thes responsihifities. ,

./ -..

Also, consideration has. to be given :t6- a ' entralized or decentralized staff.-
.

,.

A centralized staff is dealer to direct 'but allows legs' time for consulting or% - -., ..,.-.
11'4\

Vtraining'seersponal in the locarsChdol ss:rsterrs. If ,iinolementing personnel are°
,. .

; t
ao ...' i' ,

, 4,
d g c 0 t r.il i z e d , i-ii)ecOmes' filiporeaci to what Independent deciaion-

...l. ..
T,::%...inAlcilig ipai),nelbifit.,,it. 1$1.11 be eielegated to..these"riers,ons If decd tralizeds. ' : ;-; . - -%. 4 , .. . .. .I,.

n*°.4.! :11.41ecisircin-niaAIQ'telnot.'part :if 4tiiis ot:t.on to decentralize'. / t s pUrpose hill4 444 V al 4
' 4 4.:. C t i ...--i, ..1 ' . V' .4 re., . . , ,- .'''.. liA.;defeateg, es lAtchl." agencies Will hal7e.to he referred bock, to the capital

1.1' ':
'

' 4*- . - 4 ' ' %
;e. . , V AO. e, ..4, ,.', . ." li . 1*city staff.. ''. .4 ' ,, ... 0

/ ' ..
%

.. .i I . . .0

.
.., . ! . '), 114 , ir ,

4 l'iipe "'of hdticdt ioq products to bye tpremrfped at tl-fe state leVelNary in
.

, . ::' ; - --). ', ';
many wris Some;mayl;e modific0ationieto 2exist-itigilIPtOg?aini;-'34;41e ,'"otiers, may,,.13e.'. . ,' u . , . - . 3 . . . ,

8 .
i _.- ' ' 8 .,, :. .. . 0- .

- 41,
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F

completely nek to the state.

c

Some'educatiowTroducts require
.

1
to develop, test, and implement. The development-effort should

.

A- :
training programs and materiald. Also, it is

4 .

,i,':

sequence activitiesatocTarify who does at and Wiien.
..

.

hrtesto fivk years

include extenSive

r

particularly important

Examples of SEA,Productivaty SystelOtpn ications

Let's consider/Some Spe 4fic examfaes of problems that te quir e differeht7
0 ' .., r

-

implementation approache's. Suppose the state's problem is'-`to exten- ,i , , r
grades 1 through 12 to include a,landergarten nrogram or five

..

'

needed.A multi-year state plan is_needed. In.thi§ example: thexear excellent programs

4.

03 time and

a system of-

ar old children,

and learning maters that'hav6 been developed -and'evalu

could be,selectetbeand used,- for the state's kin ergarte There probably
. t ,

: A

would he little ...Justification for4eveloping a p/ogram and materials for use

- -
thro0 t*hout the state in any unique way with :the heavy start-up exneilditures that

..
- - ...

ed over decadeS that

program.

woul be invol4d.

P

On the other hand,"teacher training programs e state and teachers in

the public dchool system would notaikely be adequately prepared For tht special
L.

,,

4 t:

,4teaching opportunities and in. the kindergartemprograth. Therefore, it '
-..

. ,, . 1 i

would be ssential when implementing the statewide program to have inservice and (

training programs avai101e in the,state. It wouldot be reldonable,pre-service

to expel 6 employ ali 'specialized teaching persOndel required by the

progreM from states, where kindergnxe rograths'had previously been in existence.

Another requirement throughout the state would be the conatrAlpidIT of new

facilitits for the ,kindetgarttn program,

added complication (iftenrollments had b

Ichools wouia 'heed new Construction and

modification of exiatihrl'adillties.. ,The

Thid facility problem might have the

' '
Ik- . c> C

ecliting) 'cif determining which
,

. .

. - 4

h schools in ehe state *ova& reciiiire

e further consideration of Wh t
.c,

.1., a

type! of sok& are,reouirea.Nr.khe Xindergartemprogeam seleCted.,
-t

. ' 9. f
In thi s:example.

4theWwal0,41e'thafor .taituP Oqtqand acti;/itie§ related1, ,, e .., . ' .4or i . . g .

to training andlon4f4tison. Only limited7dt7a.;t-up,
.. ,

..
, 4 1 . 4,', ' a \ '..-'---- i .. 4 88 \ :. 4, ,, ' % ,

L. s : .ra ....
'41 ' :. \ $.

, ' a

ir
6 ,.. e,

Costs
I
and ealirlties would

n :5 `. '
. n _,,,:a t %
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,bet.6quired'for program and materials development s ce start-up costs and -i

activities would he primarily related to an appro ate means for-the selactiori

.-of
7

a program and materials.

r!

A second example might be the pto em of improving reading in grades 1
D.

through 3. It could be reasonah assumed by teachers in. the first three grades

-.and.thetschool principals the'elementary schools and even the superintendents
I

of achools.inthe dis cts that they were already doing a good job in reading

and that more b s and niore teachers -would be the only way to imnrove the

:program. a cours this could possibly he true, but-it is highly unlikelv1±

.

A ituation might in a state where teacher certification for the

'pr4ma v grades ha .not included the requirement of the competency to teach

ins except for more recently certified teachers. The state requirement for

nYlementation might.be to provide'training for the group of teachers,whohad

not previously had formal instructiOn,fn the teaching of readingor'require them
4. \in go hack and take additional college work. In the latter case, it might be

necessary to subsidize this training as part of the start---,up cost of-the state

reading improvement program, ,In additiqn, training inaterials should be Selected'...
t

or develope0 if the state education agency'was directly responsible for training-..., -
.

N
recent'recent years,,stste.aducation agencies have faded the .problem of nrovi

.N' an adeouaegleducation
for..children with special handicaps in local school sYstentall'

- ,cIn this third example, states have gexierally followed one ofithe/follOwing two
.

,$>approaches: o'
4.

$

1) Provide;] additional funds on a,weghted formula basis, indicating
that 1,6401 education agencies would-receiv4 additional "state aid;'
funds n diffe i.g Amounts for ,children with different handicaps''
r

2) Provided additional.Thiida in the amount necessaryo carry out .

specific
.,. programs iirevinusiydeveloped and' tested.

o

Children with some types of handicaps that have traditionall; attended
v.,

. .

1 , Nii 0
1 I ,.I

,

resident institutions for the, deaf.,, blind, an multiply handicapped may be.

O

. -
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4

-transferred in large numbers to local education agencies. 'It may he necessary

to develop, ne0.special education programs, test them,' evaluate them, prepare

4

them for locel use, and then to assist arid -audit the installation of these

nrograms,depending upon the legislative intent. Certainly an acceptable multi-

year state plan is essenfiaL

for implementation of different programs might-vary'from one ye or "

The three'different'examfies discussed abiille illoistrate hat the timetables

more year depending upon the extensiveness of the program goals an ectives

aq defined by state legislative,or state )oard action.
V

' Concfpaion

'The essential a ies fot a productivity system at the SEA level are

planning, development, evalUAion. resource allocation, and implementation.

.Multi -year StYte plans that are well understood and accepted by those persons

46, directlrsand indirectly affected are essential. Adequate funds must be available

040
lhor,both non-recurring,anA recurring eXpenditures. Also, a responsible timetable

is required for implementation. Although a systemof regulatory activities
7

related to enforcement of state fiscal and program ,laws or standards Will continue,
*Or

these.activitiep are as likely to achieve the results intended by legislatures

or state boards as.the'actillities 0,a-system that is designed to rearrange

educational resources to meet: specific state goal4wind objectpefi;

liwoom;

r,
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EXPLORING CONCERNS OF PRODUCTIVITY IN EDUCATION,

ctober.28-29, 1973

Concourse Hotel
Madison, Wisconsin

Hosted by:

Wisconsin DepartmentDepartment of Publid Instruction
4

Madison,-Wisconsin

Sponsored by

Upper- Midwest Regional-Interstate Protect

(ESEA-V,. Section 505>

AGENDA
7,

Tuesday, October 28th,

_Room

8:45 ltegistrati n .... , . .... ° .... . .Diplomat
,

9.15 Welcome nd Orientation. , Diplomat
,.. '

/...' r. Barbara Thompson
.

,..,, Superintendent of Public Instruction
State of Wisconsin

1

9.30 Keynote Address
/ The Need for Prodh&-tivity,'

' Acdountability & Cost Effectiveness

/
In Education"- .

.1.,eon Lessinger. Dean

Uhiversity of South Carolina.

4. .

,
10.15' .. Coffee Break

Exproiing Ttoductivity in Education.

' istory of Productivity and Research
Needed in Education"

10.45-11t00 p Crist H.-Costa .

ChairMan of Educational Administration 4

and Director of Center for Research & :.
Evaluation, Rhode Island College

%;,

II. "Eqhancing Productivity in the Public
SEJvices SeciNi"

11400-11!15 . Leon Scan fot Nancy Hayward
National Commission'On Productivity e
and Work Quality ,

.Diplomat

e Diplomat

91

,

.
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III. "Productivity in the.RrivateSector: *
Its, Application to Education"

11:15-11:30' Fred Schwarz. Director

Executive Development Programs '

Depaxtment of Business & Managemqnt
University of Wisconsin-extension

"Identifying and Defining Productivity
-Concepts and. Establishing a Productivity
Measurement Program at the SEA-LEA Levels"

11.30-11:%5 ay\ Stan Rumbaugh

Coordinator of Evaluation & Research
Department of. Education

AState of Michigan

T.. -Implementing a Productivity Systeri
at the SEA Level".

.

James polmey, Assistant Chancellor to
Administrative Affairs

(formerly:Deputy Commissioner-State
f Tennessee)

iversitY of Wisoonsin-Whitewater

1;:45-12.00

12:00 Lunch... 1111
,

1:15 Break-Out for First!T ical DiaCuasion/Mini-WOrkshop
(5 concurrent sessions: Conferees return to same rooms)

(Room break- t for Topical Disc sion/
Mini-Workshop
TopiC I -,Dir ctors II
Topic II,/- Diplakat,,$ection/1
.Topio Zit - t---SEctiOn 2

/ Topic -" IV - Direct° V /
Topic V E Dirgetors IV/

.

2:15 Second/Topical Discussion/Mini-Works ops (see rooms above)

Rotind-Table Dismiaalom_tadth Audience I volvAment to
/Identify Emergent Needi--4-Issuga'.of Productivity
"Existing at SEA-LEA '

. . lomat,

Adjour4ment for the Pay ,.
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Wednesday, October 29th .

,

s' ' Room.see-

1---
9:00 Proceedings'fo:% Day. -,

Diplomat-

9.15

'Tbbb L, Shank, Wisconsin

Third Topical DiscusdioninniJ-WorkshOp
(Conferees return to rooms previously listed)

10.15 Coffee Break

10.45 Questions from the Audience with Opportunities for
Sharing Productivity Experiences Diplomat..

. .

12:00 Lunch
Empire

.1:15 Summary of the conference with Panel
. . . . .Diplomat

Crist H. Costa, Rhode Isfand College
Leon Scan. Commission on ProduCtivity & Work Quality
(FM Schwarz, UniVersity of Wisconsin-Extension
James Colmey, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

-2.30 Adjournent.
"r
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William H. Ashmore

Conference Coordinator
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction;

126 Langdon Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53702 0

(608) 266 -7798
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